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Strik

uer Takes Effect

at
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Approximately
1,000 Mento Walk Out.

Federal Labor Board Tomorrow Will Endeavor to Bring a Settlement; Transporta-- ,
tion Officials Assert That Employes Are in
If Defiance of the Laws of the Country Rather
1

: Than Opposing Railways.

.
Inter-- L

Chicago, June 29. (by the Associated Press)
vention by the federal government under the authority
of the transportation act, created to maintain the orderly
, , course of the nation's transportation arteries, loomed
aa "She final hope of averting the threatened rail
strike of 400,000 shopmen and possibly half a million
..''
more railroad workers.
4
- Their ultimatum to the railway executives rejected,
chief executives of the six shopcraft unions, which have
,
called a strike for 10 a. m., Saturday, and the leaders
'. of the four other unions now. polling a strike vote, pre- '
Via onmmnno rf thP TTnirflfl
ononT
niui
' States Railway Labor board to appear in a federal
at 2 p. m. tomorrow. .... ,
With the union heads were summoned the exec-- ?
t
utives of 23 railroads, charged by the employees with
f: illegally contracting shop work in violation of the board's
orders, one of the three questions on which the shopmen
'
have been casting strike ballots for the last two weeks.
' Other
railway executives of the 201 Class Two roads in
the. country also were asked to be present.
to-nig- ht

"-

y-

,

"

.. Development of the strike eitua- tion came In rapid sequence today.
41 International presidents of the six
i shop unions, announced telegrams
to
authorizing their membership
walk out Saturday morning.
L '? "T The " labor"! board Immediately A recognised
threatened, lnterrup-

"rJ
:

the authority of theTti asportation
act, Issued a citation to the strike
leaders to come before it for offi-

cial Inquiry,
The Association of Railway Executives, meeting here on other
matters, considered and rejected
the union proposal of truce pend- Jng new negotiations over wages
and working conditions.
The ex-- t
ecutives declared that a strike
08 against the orders of the
A 'would
labor board and against the United
States government, and thus ab
solved themselves from further responsibility for the present situa
tion.
There Is little likelihood, rail
heads said, that any conference
could be arranged to mend the dif- ferences of the employes and the
roads, and most of the executives
departed tenight for their homes.
Executives of only IS of the 23
, roads cited were present at today's
.
,;.
meeting, but they expected to appear before the board tomorrow.
The July 1 160,000,000 wage cut
i'Bhd .modification of seven rules,
I
the shop workers' overtime
Jf hittinga, severe
pay
blow, were the two
tiLr-- ouestlons Involved in the shon- men's strike vote which are conditions' laid down by the labor
to the carriers'
"l1 board' according
position. Defiance of those orders
& bythe roads would be "to recog- niie your power and authority as
greater man tnat oi the government," the executives' reply to the
union ultimatum said.
The reply was directed to B. M.
Jewell, president of the railway
employes' department of the Amer-- y
lean Federation of Labor, of which
who threatened' a
' walkout are members.
It was
T.
DeWltt Cuyler. chair-- :
Signed by
man of the executives' association,
which unanimously
udopted the
answer to the union demand.
Hooper Issues Statement.
"Ben W. Hooper, chairman of the
labor board, who was credited with
having taken the leadership in
averting a threatened strike last
October, tonight
issued, a state
ment declaring that "it Is evident to
every student of the situation that
the railway labor organizations
have no Just cause for serious com-- ;
have
plaint at the treatment
'received at the hands ofthey
the fed- eral wage tribunals during the war
i y y period and since'
The statement
4,.tn part follows:
"'ine people of the United States
f are sick and tired of having railway-'
and traffic periodltransportation
C
ally interrupted by controversies
f between railway managements and
employes. It was this feeling which
(.Continued on Page Two.)
'
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jjenver. Colo., June 29. New
"Mexico: Friday, local showers.
'
Saturday, probably fair and slightly warmer.

Arixona:
Friday and Saturday,
generally fair; not much change in

?
'1V:

,
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MEN TO REMAIN
The following bulletin vas
posted In the Santa Fe shops
here last night:

"Albuquerque, N. M.,
June 29th, 1922
"Employes of Six Shop Crafts
;
Mechanical Department:
"Am advised that strike order has been posted by your
leaders effective ten A. M.
I beg
Saturday, July first.
that you will count the cost
with
before complying
this
order. The strike is not against
the Santa Fe Railway but
against the findings of the
United States Railroad Labor
Board, a tribunal representative of all people of this country. When the Labor Board
Increased your wages the Santa Fe prcliptly obeyed the order. Now that deflation following the great war is necessary, it is an economic necessity that you shall assume
your share of the burden as
awarded by the Labor Board.
If you leave your work you
will bring great suffering upoji
yourselves and those dear to
you. You will sever relations
with the company whose officers have your best interests at heart and will forfeit
all rights under the pension
and death benefits which the
your
company's Interest in
welfare have provided.
(Signed)
"F. A. LEHMAN
General Manager
r
Western Lines."
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the railway have already received
the notice, according to Mr, Pattei- feu. y

St- -

TRACK WORKERS

"Kenmore," above, and interior of one of the main rooms, below.
The Daughters of the American frequently and where he was enterRevolution have Just announced tained for long periods at a time,
tholr purpose to raise a fund of the fact that many of the artistic
,"
frescoes were designed by youni?
$30,000 for the purchase of
at Fredericksburg, Virginia, Georgo Washington adds Interest.
the former home of Col. Fielding At that time the ornamenting of
Lewis and his wife, Betty Washingfellings and mantels was all handton, George Washington's sister. work an
Washington sent two
Aside from. the historic connections Hessian prisoners, artisans, capturIssues connected with this old colonial ed at the battle of Trenton, to
Union mansion which Washington visited carry out his designs.

DEFER WALKOUT;

Al

"Ken-more-

IT MEETHG

President Grable
Statement That

Will Comply With Labor

Board's Request...,

-
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(By The AMoctntrA
Detroit, June 29 (by the Asso-

MAN CAUGHT BY
ENGINE PISTON
DIES OF SHOCK
(Special CnrrMpnndMire to The Jonrnnl.)
Deming, N. M., June 29. Alberto
V. Reads died recently as the re-

BIELASKI GETS

HIS

KIDNAPERS

DEMPSEY TAKES
OFFER OF 00UT

BEST

engine, when he evidently touched
the spark mechanism and caused a
spark to be delivered through the
spark plug. Enough gas had collected In the explosion chamber to
Ignite and the piston was blown
back against the crank case casting
pinning both of Reade's legs between the piston and casting. In
this position the only way he coulc.
be freed was by inserting the piston Into the cylinder again. This
occupied considerable time since
the piston rings were new and had
to be removed.
Several men were summoned and
they managed to get the unfortunate man free from the engine after
he had been fastened for two hours.
It was found that both his legs
were broken and that he was suffering severe effects of shock.
is survived by
The deceased
seven children, three brothers and
a sister.

JAP COUNCIL'S

0.

K. IS

GIVEN

GOLF

FOR

AMATEUR TITLE
Lake

City
Player
for
With Evans, Wolff and
Wright; Brilliant Game.

Sticks

Semi-Final- s,

(Bj Tb. AMOclattd Freai.)
Hlllcrest
Country Club, Kansas
City, Mo., June 29. "Chick" Evans
of Chicago, George Von Elm of Suit
Lake City. Clarence Wolff of St.
Louis and Fred Wright of Los Angeles will fight it out tomorrow in
the semi-fin- al
rounds of the western amateur golf tournament on

Final Ratification of Treaty
Made
Washington
Now
Arms Conference
Seems Likely.

at

(Dj The Aamclnted Prem.)

de-fl-

WILLIAMS

AND BROWN

PLAY

FOR NET TITLE

U
Philadelphia, Pa., June 29.wray
and
Yale,
E. Williams,
St.
Brown, Washington university,
round
Louis, will meet in the final of
the
championship nftHOclaof . the singles
in
n
n
Ton
T.nin
t
r
of
the
a
rfsalt
as
tion Saturday
victories today in me emi-i- i
r0TOniiow,

ri of on tod
Phllln Neer,
Leland Stanford, the 1921 cham
pion. In straigm nnpseis of the rjest
ixriiit-w- a
i.vari
was
games of his career, whilehisNeer
Injured
handicapped slightly by
right knee.
Brown earned the right to meet
WnltPP- W P D
nrinl
Williams uy J.faatlntf
ucisc.K,.o ' '
brock, Michigan, in. a
i,
.
match,
to
Play in the doublesInadvanced
third
the
round.
fourth
the
Neer and James
round Philip
Davies, Leland Stanford, defeated
Harold Taylor,
and
J. E. Howard
-- 3.
'
Prlncetw,
PROGRAM.
PATBIOTIC
N M... June 29.
n.- jnm iuao nIm.
on
Patriotic services will be held
t In the Ilfeld
nf
auditorium under the auspices of
james
the American legion,
(nrfiro from Far- ,t...i.. aarai
the prin
one
of
be
well. Texas, will
.
junge as will the
cipal speakers.
Leahy will also speak,
Rev H. K. Mins.
o- -,

hard-foug-

--

the Hlllcrest course, as a result f
their victories today.
Evans and Von Elm had walkaways In their matches,, but Wolff
and Wright were victorious only
g
after
struggles
which produced beautiful golf.
Chick's victory was 8 and 5 over
young Ted Papseur of Des Moines,
la., while Von Elm won a 9 and 7
Gaines of
victory over Francis
Omaha.
Wolff got Into the semifinals through defeating S. Davison
Herron of Chicago, former national
amateur champion, 4 and S, In a
was
great match, and Wright
LIQUOR
forced to show everything ho had
to win from young Jess Stuttle of
Kansas City, 8 and 1,
Wolff played a perfect game, his
card showing figures Just about par.
He dirt everything Just right, his
long drives landing Just behind the
powerful pokes of Herron. His apCRY
DRY
proaching and putting excelled, that
of the Chicagoan, although the hitter's work was goi-- enough to win
most contests.
On almost every
n
of
hole he managed to keep even with Conference
his opponent, and whenever the
Dein
Denver
latter presented an 'opening Wolff
League
was able to take advantage of it.
clares prohibition Must
Horron's defeat became certain
when he sliced his drive into the
Be Extended.
the thirty-thir- d
and
rough on
though Wolff also played it poorly,
(B The AuMClaleo rrfM
a half In six gave the St. Louisan
Denver. June 28. World-wid- e
the match.
prohibition was the keynote struck
rePutt.
Makes
by speakers before the n
Jess Stuttle played a splendid today
of the
conference
gional
game in carrying Wright to the
League of America which
thirty-fiftbut the nerve and ex- opened
hero- today with represenshoot12 states in attendperience of the Pacific coast
tatives
er proved too much for Stuttle and ance. ' from
he finally brcVij under the strain.
ot
every phase of law
Discussion
Stuttle sank enforcement,
At the twenty-sevent- h
a nation without
to
a
putt keep the match,
carry
drunkenness and of plans to cornhad the
but from then on Wright
"message" to the remote mornthings pretty much his own way.
ers of the earth marked this
Chick Evans Just toyed with
session.
Warned by his tight ing's
Payseur.
of Denver,
Dr. W. D. Phlffer
matches and near defeats at the who
that the
presided, declared
hands of two youngsters HsJd and
"will not rest on Its laurels
McKee
Chick started off today In league
traffic has been
perfect form and soon held a five- - until the liquor
earth."
hole advantage.
From . then on swept from the
n
"The.
league can be
Chick loafed.
He shot Just well
defined," he said, "as the 'church
enough to keen the lead.
Von Elm played the best golf of in action against its arch enemy
the day. He sh"t a 71 two under the liquor traffic.'"
"It's a good war," he continued,
par In the morning and had every
club working perfectly all the time. "For many years we have been
On the sixth hole he rimmed the close to the firing lines and often
cup with a
approach, lust close to the guns that fired." conOthers who addressed the
missing an eagle t; on the tenth he
foot-putt
sank a
and all of his shots ference today were Dr. W. H.
were well nigh perfect, v His' first Wray Boyle of Denver, Victor E.
nine In the afternoon was a " S 4
Keyes, attorney general of Colorathree under par and his card do. Mayor Dewey C. Bailey and
showed a large percentage
of Captain Frank Ebbert ,of Portland,
birdies. .
Ore,,
--

--

nerve-breakin-

tw

i..

INISH

.

TO NAVAL PACT

(By The Asaorlntrd Pret.)
Chicago, Juno 29 (by the Asso
ciated Press.) Declaring that to
yield to the demands of raiuoaa
labor organizations which have or
dered strikes would be a deflanc?
of the United States railroad laboi
board, the Association of Railway
Executives tonight sent a telegram
to B. M..Jewell, of the American
Federation of Labor, refusing to accede to demands contained in a telegram received by them from Mr.
Jewell.
"You demand that we accept
your decision and reject that of the
labor board," the telegram siatea
"You are clothed with none of the
power or authority of organized
government. The labor board is a
creature of the unuea tjiaies
statutes, ! a part of the government to whom all good citizens hold
loyalty and allegiance, and in wnnt
it has done in the matter of which
you now are complaining has been
performing a lunction expresHiy
delegated to it bv congress. To
submit now to your demands and to
decision of the laDor
i eject the
hnard would he to recocnize your
and
power
authority as greater than
that ot the government.
"The consequences of the rejection ot this constituted governmental authority and obedience to your
power
invisible and Irresponsible
would be to continue a charge on
the producing and consuming pub-of
lic for transportation in excess
the government,
that which
through its labor board, has now
declared to be Just and fair.
"This unjust burden shall not be
put upon the public by a surrender
on our part to your threat of forca.
"If the just authority of the government Is to be successfully
and the government is to bu
rendered helpless to protect Its citizens In their peaceful and lawfu
and loyal
patrlotio
pursuits; if
obedience to government authority
Is to be denied, the act and responsibility is to be yours. ItIt shall
will
not be 6urs. If you strike
be against an order of a governa
strike
mental tribunal it will be
of the
against the government
"
United States." - '
The telegram was signed by asI.
of
the
chairman
nwitt nnvlor.
sociation of railway executives.

FROM UNIVERSE,'

BTLE
Anti-Saloo-

Tokio, June 29 (by the Associatcouncil
ed Press.) The privy
passed the naval treaty adopted at
the Washington arms conference
and submitted it today to the
prince regf nt for ratification.
The council's approval included
the provision against poison gas
and the clause restricting submarines. Viscount Ito, representing
for the council's
Investigating
committee, said the committee
found the ratio of 'ships apportioned to Japan disadvantageous to
the empire and requested the government to use greater care In the
future.
The committee of the privy council, however, found that the Japanese delegates at Washington
were .at fault in making better
terms. From a spirit of respect for
the Washington conference in its
desire to maintain the world's
peace, the committee recommended
ratification without amendment.

Breakfast cost nors.

San Francisco, Calif., June 29.
The cost of breakfasting in dining
cars operated
on trains of the
Southern Pacific
company has
dropped five cents, according to tb
y
new bill of fare, whlcli- the
issued today clipping the tarlf:
oh ham and eggs, ,'rom 65 to 80
cents. The company has also ancombinanounced a "seventy-cen- t
tion plate service which will Include a meat or fish order and two
vegetables. The new rates wUl become effective on July 1. .
com-pnn-

TO
Will

Anti-Saloo-

h,

-

ot

Anti-Saloo-

-

:

to Bring

Not Attempt

Walkout to Close, But Will
Outline Plan for An
Agreement.
(Ry Tha Ainorlnted TrrM.)

June 29. With
Washington,
acceptances received from all the
principals In the bituminous and
anthracite coal strikes, both on
the operators' and the miners'
union side, official Washington
tonight began preparations for
the Saturday conference President
Harding has called to consider a
possible basis for resuming work
in the mine fields. Both sides
having accepted, question remained on only two points: First, as
to the identity of the individuals
who would represent the employers of the unionized bituminous
field; and, second, what would
be the administration's plan for
procedure after the meeting assembled.
At the commerce and labor departments, where officials have
chiefly been occupied with the
strike settlement plan; It was
Intimated that the union leaders
and the operators would be expected to work out their own course
after the conference assembled.
President Harding was expected
to bring the groups together, but
his engagements call for him to
leave
Immediately
Washington
after, and it was expected that
Secretaries Davis and Hoover
would represent the government
in the immediate negotiations.
Emphasis was placed behind
disthe assertions in
cussion that the government did
not expect the meeting to bring
out a strike settlement Itself, but
to recommend, if possible, to associates and organizations represented by those present, a further
course which might be followed
and which might result In settlement.
John L. Lewis, president of the
United Mine Workers of America,
remained in Washington to attend the meeting and some score
of district presidents
or acting
presidents of the union indicated
their intention to attend. The
gathering at the White House, it
was Indicated, would be trans
ferred to other meeting rooms
later, and It was considered unlikely that the moetings would be
.. ';
public.
semi-offici-

ED OTERO READS

TON OF

ASSO

MIDDLE

VALLEY

Frank Hubbell Selected Vice
President: Charles White
Treasurer, and M. L. Fox
Secretary.
Ed Otero was chosen president
of the Middle ltlo Grande Reclam
ation association at a meeting held
Dy the directors at the chamber ot
commerce yesterday.
Other officers are Frank A. Hubbell, vise
president; C. S. White, treasurer,
and M. L. Fox, secretary. Fourteen of the twenty newly elected
directors were present at the meet
ing, ell sections of the middle valley being represented.
committee with
An executive
power to act in case of lack of a
of
was chosen.
directors
quorum
It is composed of the president,
vice president and secretary and
Jesus Romero, representing Berna
lillo county; F. C. De Baca and
Charles Brown, representing Sandoval county; C. T. Brown and C.
L. Talmadge, representing Socorro
county, and F. D. Hunlng, representing Valencia county.
Keports of the secretary snow
that there are now approximately
S00 members In the association and
Treasurer Charles White reported
$1,250

the treasury.

in

The drive for members will continue, each member being expected
to assist. It Is hoped that at least
500 members will have been secured by the first of August.
The purpose of the association Is
to complete the preliminary work
necessary to comply with the provisions of the McNary bill, so that
when the bill passes in congress,
the middle Rio Grande reclama-to
tion project can be submitted
the reclamation service as a concrete problem. It Is expected that
thn nrnlpo-- will be ono of the first
to be started under the provision?
of the bill.
As proposed, the project Includes
the erection of two large storage
rtnma in the unocr Rio Grande
valley. These will remove the flood
danger, lower the water laoie aim
drain much of the swamp lands;
prevent river bank destruction;
for Irrigation
provide ample waterremove
the slit
in dry seasons and
danger from the Elephant Butte
dam.
t

HOLDS

WEEKS
IN

LAWS

DISRESPECT,

ANTI-SALOO-

'

150-ya- rd

STRIKE

END

.

PUTS

sult of injuries received when h
was caught in a gasoline engine at
house Friday
Meyer's slaughter
afternoon. Reade was putting the Salt
In
back
the cylinder of lYif
piston

Non-uni-

H

its

...

Statement

Saying
Carriers Cannot Accede
to Demands Without Defying Government.

er

ciated Press.) Orders that would
have sent 400,000 men, comprising
forces . of
the baintenance-of-wa- y
98 per cent of the railroads of the
10 a. m.,
out
on
at
strike
country,
July 1, in protest against a wage
cut ordered effective that date by
the United States railroad labor
board, were held up here late today by E. F. Grable, grand president of the United Brotherhood of
Maintenance of Way Employes and
Railway Shop laborers, following a
summons from the labor board to
attend a conference of union leaders
and railroad executives in Chicago
tomorrow. All but a few short line,
would be have been affected.
The summons was received while
telegrams were being prepared for
maintenance union leaders all over
the United States, Instructing them
to call out their men in conformity with the strike vote taken by
the brotherhood, which showed
sentiment overwhelmingly In favor
of such action.
Tabulation of all strike ballots
received here In the national referendum was completed this afternoon, and showed the union had
voted 228,970 to 24,756 In favor of
the suspension of work. A total of
255,014 votes was cast, but 1,288
were void and thrown out.
It was estimated that approximately 75.000 are yet to come In,
but It was pointed out, these could
not change the result.
maintenance of way
men, as well as those within the
organization, participated In the
ballot. In a formal statement announcing the result of the vote,
and explaining why the strike order was temporarily held up, President Grable called attention to
the board's demand that conditions
remain In status quo and nald he
"Interpreted this to mean that the
railroads nre ordered to maintain
the present wage rates In effect
until after the completion of this
hearing ns well as ordering the
chief executive of the various orto hold their men at
American Held for Ransom ganizations
work."
This
same
was IncorEscapes Before the Money porated in a statement
sent the laIs Paid; Bandits Hold 40 bor board by telegram
President Grable, Informing the Associated Press that
Oil Men
while he would not attempt to
forecast the possible result of toMexico City, June 29 ( by the morrow's meeting,
the union leadfrom
Associated Press.) Escaping
ers would stand firm for some defifour
after
his bandit kidnapers
nite assurance.
,
days of captivity, A. Bruce Blelaski,
former head of the 'American department qf Justice investigation
bureau, has returned to Mexico
City, unharmed, but covered with
dust, unshaven and showing plainly
the marks of his imprisonment in
the mountains of Morelos.
Jules Lacaud, head of the Mexico City banking firm which Is
understood to have furnished the
819,000 pesos for the ransom on
the order of Mr. Blelaski's New
York company, said he had been Champion, Under Ultimatum
authorteed to state that Blelaski
of New York Boxing Com-- i
eluded his captors before the mon- .
mission, Agrees to Meet
ey was paid.
Dozens of automobiles carrying '
Harry Wills.
Americans who since Sunday have
tried to get in contact with the
(Br Ths Asmelntod Pkm.)
bandits returned to the capital last
New York, June 29
the As
night,, each person telling a. dif- sociated Press. ) Jack(byDemnsev
ferent version of the affair and today formally accepted the chalascribing credit for Blelaski's safe lenge of Harry Wills, negro, for a
return to several sources.
bout for the world's heavyweight
Press dispatches from Tamptco championship and requested
that
quote W. P. Taylor,.mnnager of the conference be held to set the date.i
Tamplco branch of the Cortei Oil
Wills posted a $2,600 forfeit with
company, as confirming the cap- his challenge two weeks ago. and
ture of 40 'employes at the com- the New York boxing commission
pany's Aguada camp by, the .ban- gave Dempsey until July 10 to acdit Gorozave, but do not ' state cept or be deprived of his title In
whether the ransom, has been paid. New York state, ,

T
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PROPERTY

SUGGEST MEANS
MEN ARE

UNION

Issues

'

FOR THE TITLE

L.

temperature.

SANTA FE ASKS

At 10 o'clock Saturday morning,
approximately 1,000 craftsmen employed at the local Santa Fe shops
will lay down their tools in conformity to .the strike order issued
by the American Federation of Labor. The crafts affected are the
blackboilermakers,
machinists,
smiths, sheet metal workers, electrical workers and car men.
Announcement of the strike here
was. made yesterday by William S.
of
secretary-treasurPatterson,
the Santa Fe branch of the International Association of Machinists.
Mr. Patterson stated yesterday
that there ws a possibility Of the
maintenance of way employes joining In the walkout.
will affect all
The walkout
workers In the local shop beneath
of
the grade
general foreman, and,
unless substitutes can be put in
their place, will paralyze the operation of the shops. Notification of
the intention to walk out Saturday
morning at 10 o'clock will not be
officially received here from
of labor by local shop

' "

GOVERNMENT TO

SAY

IGNORING LAWS

it'

Morning;

DAIL HEADS AIID LEADERS OF
CRAFTS CALLED FOR A HEARING

RAILROADS

Purchase Home

D. A. R. Will

N

SAYS
LEAGUE

Denver, Colo., June 29. Delegates from twelve states attending
the
the regional conference ofunanin
league today
proresolution
a
mously adopted
testing statements reputed ofto have
War
been made Yy Secretary
Weeks blaming the prohibition law
for unrest, and declaring that Mr.
Weeks would vote for the return
of wine and beer If he were a
member of congress. The resolution was offered by Dr. Ernest H.
Cherrlngton, and was telegraphed
to President Harding.
Secretary Weeks' action is termed "apparent official disrespect
for the federal constitution" and
to the spirit of
"encouragement
lawlessness,"
Anti-Saloo-

BURNED ;T ROOFS
MOBILIZED
COLORADO FIELD
Two Railroad Bridges and
Coal Tipple Set Afire;
Governor Threatens Martial Law.
SOLDIERS "EQUIPPED
FOR HARD CAMPAIGN

May Not

Be

Called Into

Field If No More Depre-

dations Occur; Constabu- lary Recruited.
uoelnted Trail.)
(By Ih
r
Denver, Colo.,
June 2S. Nina
of
the
Colorado
national
companies
guard were under orders to mobilize tonight In seven cities and towns
of the state following the burning
of two railroad bridges and th
damaging of mines in northern and
southern Colorado coal fields last
night.
orders for the mobilization of
the guard and for the recruiting of
the state ranger force from its prev
ent strength of luty men to a
total of approximately 400. were Is
sued late today by Colonel Patrick
J. Hamrock, state adjutant general.
rollowlng a conference with Gov
ernor Shoup.
First reports of the damage to
bridges and mines in the coal fields
were received at the adjutant gen
eral's office this morning. Within
an hour Governor Shoup, who had
in Colorado
been at his home
Springs, was on his way to Denver.
In less than a half hour after the
conference between the governor
and the adjutant general, telephonic
orders were being dispatched to
commanding officers of the various
guard units.
The following organisations were
Included in the mobilization order,
which directed that the units be
held at their home stations in read
lness to move on an instant's notice:
Forty-fift- h
division tank corps,
Denver. ;
a:
B
of.liTtli cavalry,
"Troop

,

'

,.

Headquarters company. 157th In- Greeley.
First battalion
headquarters,

fantry,

167th infantry, Canon City.
Howitzer company, 157th infantry, Canon City,
K company,
157th infantry,
Brighton.
H company, 157th infantry, Fort
Collins.
I company, 157th Infantry, Long-mon- t.

157th infantry.
F company,
Boulder.
Will Have Helmots.
Steel helmets to equip the organir
zations mobilizing were ordered
shipped from Denver tonight. These
helmets were received
recently
from the United States government.
With the receipt of the helmets
the guardsmen will have the identical field equipment used by th9
United States army in France, wltn
the exception of gas masks, Colo
nel Hamrock announced.
"My orders from the governor
are to preserve order in the state
of Colorado and to protect life and
(jolonet Hamrock said
property,'
in a statement Issued tonight. "The
mobilization of the national guard
is a preventative measure against
any violence or trouble. Martial
law will not be declared unless violence is resorted to by the enemies
of law and order. We do not exto law and
pect any opposition
order from the rank and file of
the Colorado miners. They are
citizens. But groups of
radicals have drifted into the state
during recent months, and it is
these radicals who are making preventative measures necessary."
Two Bridges Iltirned.
last
outbreaks
The Principal
night which led up to the events of
today, occurred near Walsenburg.
in Huerfano county, in the southd
ern Colorado coal field. Two
bridges, one near the Ideal
mine of the Colorado Fuel and Iron
company, and the other at trn
Rouse mine of the same company.
were burned between midnight an-Four mines
6 o'clock this morning.
of the Colorado Fuel and Iron com- nanv are cut off from rallroan
communication by the burning ot
the bridges. In addition the tipplo
of the Stella May mine, a smaii
was
Walsenburg,
property near
fired during the night and partially
destroyed.
One outbreak was reported irom
the. northern Colorado coal fields.
The pump Was torn from the Red
Ash mine at Louisville, in tiourasi
county, and water pipes leading into the mine were broken.
Reports late today from both
Huerfano and Boulder counties
stated that quiet had prevailed
during the day. County authorities
they
expressed confidence that situawould be able to handle the
the help of state
tion without
Z
troops.
rail-ica-

;

ARMY PLANES Bl'ItXED.
Lawton, Okla., June 29. Four
army airplanes were destroyed by
fire in a hangar at Postfield, nearhere yesterday. Damage was esttmated at 1100,000. Officials at the
field said the blaze resulted from
an explosion due to a leaky gas pipe
and a short circuit in one or me
four planes were
planes.' The
,
specially built and included "man-.,Major T. G. Lanphier's ma- - .'
chine, which was considered the ,f
best at Postfield.
,

V

I
NEW RAIL EQUIPMENT.
Los Angeles, Calif., June 29.
t
repre-sensaid
to
Twenty locomotives,
an investment of 12,000,000.
will arrive here tomorrow for distribution over the Southern Pacific
lines on ths raciflo coast. Offict-- .
als of the railroad and a delega- - .'
tion from the Los Angeles chamber k
of commerce will meet the .mogtilR
of the rails at the state line and
escort them to this city.
?
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YOUNG MARRIED COUPLE, 78 AND 80,
WEDDED AT CONVENTION OF VETERANS

SHORTAGE
CROPS

DIRGES

Weekly Report of Weather
Bureau Shows Damage
f Done South and West
J

is ths state- weather
Following
.
.Via WApk
end gram cruy ici'u"
by
June 27, issued yesterday
the United States weather bureau
kt Santa Fe:
i worm, nartlv cloudy, threaten
ing weather prevailed during the
Sveek, with light thunderstorms, esin
pecially .the lasrti half of the T weekland
norm cuuuum.
''ast ana
brons in many districts are at a
while irrigated crops
Standstill,
are doing well, the heat
tencrally them. Hango is reported
fntr to eood in eastern counties,
With stock in good condition andn
Improving, but in central ana wesi-fcrdistricts range is fair to poor,
vlth stock thin and losing, creeks
tow or dry, and stock water scarce.
Corn, which started a little late, is
2

.

in

wY a

RIDING

STROUD

PROTECTION OF
BEES' STANLEY

hopi ICGHnMF

Time for Summer .Vacations and
Touring, and of course, you want to
be well equipped. We have Ladies'
Khaki Breeches, Khaki Blouses and
Khaki Shirts.

J

lit

ill wfcl

districts;
growing slowly in dry some
re- beans are struggling and
'
done. Harvest of
planting is being
con1
r
winter wheat, oats and barley
tinues in southern valleys, along
alof
of
with beginning
cutting
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Dalton leaving ths White House.
falfa, while first cutting is being
finished in north. Somo early
and eighty, paid a visit to
Dalton and his wife, seventy-eigC.
N.
to
and plums are coming
marriage in Richmond, Va, durmarket in south, and sour cherries President Harding recently after their
ing the annual convention of the Confederate Veterans.
end currants in north.
Stead: No rain for more than
two weeks and range getting dry.
grievance against certain
Crops still doing very well; plant- INTERVENTION
APPEARS stantial
of the carriers, and that Is the coning nearly
Hot and mostly dry ONLY WAY TO PREVENT tracting of railway employment to
Springer:
indepenaent contractors.
breather, although good showers
have occurred northward ana a WALKOUT OF SHOP UNION This is not simply a labor grievance;
it is a public grievance. This policy
hail storm passing along the edge
carried to its legitimate end, de
(Continued from Page One.)
of the station the first of the
stroys the labor articles of tne
Alfalfa being cut.
;reek.
transenact
to
transportation act, treats the United
the
Weather condi- moved congress
Fort Stanton:
States congress with contempt, de
tions continue hot and dry, poor portation act of 1920,
prives the public of lawful protec
Sor range and crops. Gardens and
"The right to strike and tie up tion
from railway labor troubles
fruit doing well where irrigated. a private business Is quite a differ- and grievously
imposes upon the
Cattle on the range just fair.
ent thing from any supposed right employes.
Week has been
Lakewood:
is
highly gratifying, nowever,
.warm and dry; range and stock In to choke and obstruct the flow of thatit several
of the carriers have
fair condition. All crops under ir- interstate commerce in this vast withdrawn from the contract policy
continental
nation.
transSecond
cut"
doing
finely.
Railway
rigation
this week, and It Is hoped that an
. "ting of alfalfa under
way. More portation is not a private business. the others will follow.
It is essential to the verv existenc 9
fain needed.
"Let both the carriers ana tno
" Chama: Bain Is needed, gardens of our republic and to the Individual employes deal fairly with eacrv
weu being of every citizen.
and ranches doing fairly well.
other, and both can come before
t Blackrock:
No Mora (jtriftcs.
Weather of the week
tho court of public opinion with
"I do not hesitate to make thn clean hands.
.'favorable for growing crops; light
prediction that never again will
local showers. First cutting of
"First, and most Important of an,
there be a successful railroad strike neither the railroads nor the men
under way.
Willard: Fine showers, though of any considerable importance in should ever overlook the fact that
country. The Deonle will not the Interests of the people, at large
Jlght, are doing much good; tem- this
Every man concerned in the country and cities must oe
perature above normal, but cool intand for it. travel
iramc,
production, considered in the solution of all
nights. Cor.i coming slowly; pas- every consumer ofana
the necessities railway problems."
tures and range benefited by the of
is
lire,
absolutely dependent or.
Ishowers of the week.
the uninterrupted and efficient
BLAXDFORD WINS STAKES.
Reserve:
High winds and very operation
of the railways.
London. June 29. The Prince of
yarm, dry weather. Corn at a "There must
be
on
the
peace
standstill; wheat and oats suffering railroads. This cannot be obtained Wales stakes, run at Newmarket
from dryness; first cutting of alfal- by leaving the carriers free to im- today, was won by R. C. Dawson'a
fa a short crop from dryness; pose
unjust conditions upon the Blandford. B. W. Park's Silver
range getting dry.
second and Sol
employes or by permitting the em Tmncn finished
m
Second ployes, Dy organizations,
Agricultural College:
nowever
Nine horses
Slcyon third.
(Jutting of alfalfa now ready, and powerful, to impose unfair condi- Joel's
ran.
harvest of wheat, barley and oats tions upon the carriers and ununder way. Cantaloupes In bloom. bearable burdens upon the public.
Approximately 90 per cent of the
Shipments of cabbage continue; Such a system simply means induscopper and sine produced in
Vjom is well along.
trial war, and this will result in iron,
'V" El Paso: A hot week, vlth no disaster to the parties and the peo- America Is consumed in construe"
tion.
jjain. Range continues dry. The ple.
second cutting of alfalfa in prog"It is evident to every student of
ress under
favorable weather con- the situation that the railway labor
ditions, and the harvest of wheat organizations have no just caus'i
Hnd oats continues.
Some early for serious complaint at the treat- YOU
apples and plums coming to mar- ment they have received at the
hands of federal wage tribunals
ket.
- Roswell:
Week about normal during the war period and Bince.
Wngo Declared Ample.
temperature, but with a mere
'"i.'he wages fixed by the recent
sprinkle of rain and excess
AT
decisions
this board will pur
Irrigated crops doing well, chase moreofthan
received
the
wages
specially cotton. Range generally
war. In other
fcood, with livestock fair to good by them prior to the have
increased
words, their wages
and improving.
Grasshopper in- by a greater percentage than has It's
Salivate,
Quicksilver,
festation in Dexter district.
the cost of living. In some incauses Rheumatism and
Chimayo:
Crop suffering from stances, the increase is strikingly
Bryness, and some dry land crops notable.
Bone Decay
lost. Alfalfa in better condition
"With but slight exceptions, the
fcnd being cut. Few
apples and great carriers of the country have
next
The
dose of calomel you
teaches left. Cultivation of beans paid the wages fixed by the various
may salivate you. It may
nd corn continues; some replant- succeeding government
tribunals. take
snock your liver or start bone ne
ing beans. Warm all week.
Now that the decreases have come, crosis.
It
Calomel is dangerous.
! Bland: Hot, dry
week, frequent the employes should be good sporU is mercury, qulcksil.er. It crashes
thunder but no rain. Crops at a and accept the reductions.
sour
bile
like
into
dynamite,
"If a change in conditions should
tandstill; grazing poor and rain
and sickening you. Cal
at any time justify increased wages, cramping
yrgently needed. Creeks low.
attacks the bones and should
this board will most cheerfully re- omel
never
be
put into your system.
WINNING GOLFERS RETURN, spond to the situation.
Moreover,
If you feel bll'ous, headachy
t New York, June 9. America's if it should at any time be made to constipated and all knocked out.
triumvirate of golf masters Wal- appear to the board that any in Just go to your druggist and get a
clasj bottle of Dodson's -.ler Hagen, Jock Hutchison and justices has been done to any
Tone for
employes by any rule or wage a few cents which iver
Jim Barnes will be accorded a of
a harmless
toman reception tomorrow when decision, under a continuation of vegetable substitute is
for dangerous
conditions, it would be tha
they return from England with the present
of the board to correct such calomel. Take a spoonful and it it
laurels of the golfing world on duty
start
doesn't
your liver and
their brows. Hagen is the first mistakes.
be understood, however, straighten you up better and quick.
"Let
it
to
born
win the British open that the board is convinced at this er than nasty calomel and witn
fative
His two companchampionship.
making you sick, you Just go
that it has made no mistake out
ions were runners up finishing in time committed
back and get your m.iiey.
no
any
of
and
Injustice
the first four.
take calomel! It can not
noteworthy magnitude, in Its recent be Don't
trusted any more than a leop- decision on rules and wages.
Take Dodson's
or
MRS. MAILORY WINS.
a wild-ca- t.
"The employes do have one sub trd
Liver Tone which straightens you
Wimbledon, June 29 (by the Associated Press.) Mrs. Molla Bjur-erleht ud and makes vou feel fine
Give it to the
No salts necessary.
Mallory, the American
won
children because it is perfectly
her
champion,
match
in the women's singles of the
harmless a- - can not salivate.
frass court tennis championship
liere. She defeated Mrs. Keays, of
ngland,
ht

fa

1

CALOMEL

e.

ALL

dt

2.

IAMERICAN WOMEN ARE
CARELESS
f1
.

are too apt to overestimate their strength and over- ,taic it. When feeling well they
take unnecessary chances, which
In the long run cause much pain
J

Women

trouble. Wet feet, exposure to
Sold, lifting heavy burdens and
will
often
develop
yverwork
roubles which cause no end of
suffering. Lydia E. Plnkham's
Vegetable Compound is the unfailing remedy in such cases,
thousands of American women
Jdll testify to this fact who have
egained health and strength by
fts use. If you are suffering it
will pay you to give it a fair

GIVE A BABY SYRUP PEPSIN

$3.48 to $4.98

REMEMBER
You'll Alwara Do Better at

Phone

Pain in the Stomach and
Bowels. Intestinal Crampj

COLICjDlARRHCEA.

They Can't Beat Ui

Duke City Cleaners

EVERYWHER-

E-

"Re-Pap-

and

r
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This persistent cry from thousands of
resulted in McMurtry Flatcote paint
for walls and ceilings.
Flatcote is today made in 24 beautiful colors
and white, lending itself to practically any
scheme of interior decorating.
It$s easily applied to plaster walls, smooth or
and finished, on metal, over burlap or even
over old wallpaper. It dries quickly and gives
a rich finish best described as velvety.
Flatcote is inexpensive to apply but its greatest
economy and largest appeal to the woman who
is particular about the appearance of her walls
is the fact that, when soiled, it can be restored
with
to its original freshness by simply washing
"
'
mild soap and warm water,

'a

.

jaatng

f

'

tr

utaiers)

Manufactured by v,

.

MIURTRYMFGCot

con-JSd- er

v

jjeoommend it." It soothes
heals. .Sold everywhere.

find

305.

301

MONEY ON YOUR

TRIP
Money May Be
Lost or Stolen
Our Travelers' Cheques
are cashable everywhere,
are safe from theft and
may be replaced if lost.

3

Special Values
For Friday's Selling
6 Yards for $1.00
Imperial Longcloth, soft chamois finish. Fri. . . .,
.$1.00
only. Six yards for .
ch

special

Let Us Equip You For

the Trip.

C. H. CARNES
.

Phone

... ...
Shirting Madras at

49c

.v.. 49c
Wearwell Pillow Casing, 35c :S

We will sell this good quality Pillow Casing Friday
35c
only, at, yard
Ladies' Muslin Gowns. 75c
Night gowns made of good quality muslin. A special value for Friday.
. .75c
v. .....
Girls' Dresses at $1.00
lot
of
One
girls' dresses, all sizes up to 14 years.
These dresses are soiled, but at this price they will

er

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION

Fourth.

Longcloth,

A splendid assortment to'choose from, fine quality
Madras, regular 60c and 65c values,
Friday

J. C. BAI.DRIDMH
LUMMCR CO,
t Soiilb first Mnet.
I'bop 401.

107 S.

NORTH FIRST

SALE NOW GOING OI

Fine
day

DON'T CARRY

First Savings Bank
bring Your Roof ins
and
Troubles to Raabe and
Trust Company
' Mauser's
or Phone
ALBCQTJERQUE, N. M.

7

MANUFACTURERS
SALE SHOE STORE

36-In-

WORKS

Glass-Lumb-

I0S7-- W

go fast. A few white dresses. The others are

ham. Friday special

LUMBER
GLASS
CEMENT

V

AT SELLING OUT PRICES
AT THE .

42-In- ch

Wind Shield

,

J

SHOES

home-make- rs

n fI f

S70--

get your wmr.

expensive

and then it only stays
clean such a little while V

ooia py

Phono

Task!

ing is 'Such

er

Fletcher

MONUMENT

ANDERSON BROS.

Phone 446. 1209 North Fourth

"We Pay the Freight"

G. E.

Opposite Y. M.

e

Memorials of the Better
Kind.

rfFOH INI KELIlF.OFi

MEN'S and YOUTHS'

.

A

iSIARmiuTA. MONUMENTS
r

$1.98 and $2.48

RIDING BltEECIIES

,4nd

(frial.
'tO STOP COUGHING AT NIGHT
J A summer bronchial cough
not only ths sufferer but keeps
other
4i embers of the family awake. Alfred Barker, 1061 Avondale street,
Bast Liverpool, 0.,'writes: "I
it my duty to write and teil
results of Foley's Honey and
ijie
ar, which I used for my boy who
)md been suffering from a bronchial
?uugh for 7 or 8 weeks. Foley's
Money and Tar has done him wonderful good, and-- ) shall always

$1.98

$1.48

to-a-

f New Haven, Conn., June 29.
Joseph C. Pelletler, former district
attorney in Boston, has resigned as
upreme advocate of the Knights of
Columbus, it was announced at the
$. of C. headquarters today.

$4.98

MEN'S KHAKI PANTS

wo-jfc-

0,

Skirts

Blouses

CANT TRUST

f

Breeches

'

ap-'pl-

i

HE

bank for deposit to make the check
that Hall also
good.' It seems
EH
owed the bank a note, and they
141.
of interthe
amount
charged
est due on the note to Hall's account and failed to notify Mr. Hall.
4V
-Conseqently upon presentation of
the check it was short, not enough
funds to cover. After hearing the
Off The Anorlntr-l- ! Prn.)
motion for a ne-,- r trial made by AtO. C. Askreq, Judge Leahy
Washington, June 29. Tariffs
torney
HOW
AT VEGAS
on foodstuffs occupied the at- made an order granting the detention of the senate again today fendant a new triaL
rates of milk,
with committee
cream, poultry and honey receiving LAS CRUCES COMES
deendorsement
overwhelming
Will Give Daily Exhibitions;
TO ASSISTANCE OF
spite fights from the democratic
side and some opposition from
String of Ornery Bronks
THE SALVATION ARMY
the majority side in the case of
Arrives From Colorado to
the rate on cream.
Duties approved were:
(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Pester Punchers.
Las Cruces, N. M., June 29. For
Milk, fresh, 2 2 cents a gallon; house rate lc. Sour and work in Dona Ana county this year (Special Correspondence fo The Journal.
buttermilk
lc a gallon; house the advisory board of the Salvation
29.
Cream, 22 2 cents a Army, with headquarters in Las , Las Vegas. N. M., June
rate
trlok
6 to 10 Cruct'fl. has set
at $1,000. Leonard Stroud, champion
its
gallon; house rates, from
quota
cents. Milk powder, 5 cents a In addition, the board of county rider of the worldv with his famous
commissioners and the town board trick horse, his string of thoroughpound; house rate, 8 8 cents.
a will be asked for
cents
alive,
Poultry,
appropriations of bred relay and Roman reclng hors2
rate
cents;
house
$1,000 and $500, respectively.
pound;
house
6
a
cents
rocal
and the es, together with "Chief," the horse
pound;
The
barracks
dressed,
rate, 4 cents; all other, poultry county work is under the imme- that Jumps over an automobile
8
cents per pound; diate direction of Captain and Mr' filled with people, have arrived in
dressed,
house rate, JO per cent ad valor- Mills, who have been here seven Las Vegas ready to put on the
4
em. Poultry prepared or preserved months, during which time they did classiest features ever seen at any
and not specially provided for, 85 mucn praisewortny worK.
j.ne outdoor show in the southwest.
per cent ad valorem; house rate, committees in charge of the sub
Joe Murphy of Springfield, Colo.,
.
22 per cent.
scription campaign Include the fol who drove a herd of 7$ wild horses
Honey, 3 cents a pound; house lowing:
He
is
his
here.
from
home,
down
Mrs. Herbert w. Teo, Mrs. T. C.
rate 2 2 cents.
Debate over the milk and cream Campbell, Mrs. J. C. Waterman, reports his stock in fine shape and
the
duties developed a controversy Rev. Charles Ports, Col, J. C. Wa ready to give the Atbuckaroos
least ten relay
their life.
among New England senators. terman, Dr. T. C. Sexton, Mrs. C. fights ofar
expected to enter the
Explaining that New England did A. McNab, Mrs, W. H. Broaddus. strings
not produce sufficient cream to Mrs. M. B Stevens, Mrs H. N. Duck races and many of the best blooded
race horses in the west are here
supply the demand during the and Rev. H. J. Reemtsma.
an and groomed for the big reunion
announces
summer months, Senator Walsh,
The committee
dance on the conorete ten- program. Never since Roosevelt
democrat, Massachusetts, argued open-ai- r
that the duty proposed would be nis court at community house for held the first reunion of his Rough
a penalty on the people of New next Friday evening. The lawn will Riders In 1899, has Las Vegas seen
England amounting to 118,756,-00- 0 be decorated and illuminated, Re- such an aggregation of fine bred
horses.
freshments will be served.
annually.
Discussion of the proposed duty
Nicely made, with Belt Loops and
on honey brought forth considCuff, extra good grade
sarcasm
erable humor and
from
the democratic side. Senator Stanley of Kentucky, remarked that
no doubt the duty was designed
i
to sustain the higher standard of
biliouMisss
living of the American honey
and
Constipation,
bee, and he declared that the
like annoying ills will
"utter indifference of the democratic party to the American
quickly disappear
honey bee is pathetic."
MOTHER is always anxious
Senator Hitchcock,
Nebraska,
to give the safest and best
gave it as his opinion that the
medicine to a constipated baby,
duty was designed to protect ths
American bee from the German
but is puzzled which to select.
bee, which, he said, necessarily
Let her decide by the ingredia
much
lower
cost
enjoyed
living
ents on the package.
than the American bee.
Every bottle of Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin has the formula
NEW TRIAL GRANTED
;
printed plainly on the outside
MAN CONVICTED FOR
of the carton under the portrait
of Dr. Caldwell, who wrote the child. Some contain minerals, coal
PASSING BAD CHECK
prescription in 1892. You will tar and other drugs that might
find that it is a combination of prove dangerous by over stimu(Special CorretpoDdenre to The Jonraal.)
Egyptian Senna and other lating the intestines or depressing
East Las Vegas. N. M.. June 29.
A motion for a new trial was presimple laxative herbs with pep- the heart. The ingredients or
sin. It will not gripe the baby, Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin are
sented before Judge Leahy in the
and it is free from narcotics. recommended by the U. S.
case of It. D. Hall, indicted and
A bottle sufficient to last a Pharmacopoeia.
found guilty of uttering a false
352-35- 3.
C. A.
check on a local bank. This cas3
family several months can bo
Half-Ounc- e
was tried during the present term
Bottle Free
had at any drug store, and the
of court, and the Jury returned a
IV 2"
cost is only about a cent a dose. Few tseapt constipation, to turn if you da net
sWCaW
verdict of "guilty."
let tne smd
a laxative at this
While no one, young or old, require
Bottle of mi Sytus
The testimony developed that
Trial
a
CHARGE n that you will
Mr. Hall gave a check to Felix
need take a drastic purgative ?ou FREE OF
it handy when needed. Simply send Your
Chavez for $101 and told him at
like salts or calomel, be espe- have
name and adores, to Dr. W. B. Caldwell. 514
the time that he did not have quite
what
careful
a
Wauuruton Si., MonriccUo, III. Write me today.
cially
you give
WINDOW SHADES I
enough to cover it, but that he
Gnr. .inteed Rollers and Shade
would send enough checks to the
For Service, Quality and Prices
Cloth.
Let ns give yon en
estimate.
c.

U
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KHAKI CLOTHES

Part of State.

.

SO,
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SOME SECTIONS

;

u TARIFF IS FOR

June

.

.......

..... ,

Stamped Gowns at 90c
A special value for Friday at

PAINT

........

. ..

ging-

.$1.00

Hj

90c-

-

PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

McMurtry Paints and Varnishes for Sale By

The Albuquerque Lumber Company
N. M.
Albuquerque,

I

'mvk'

tr
"The Growing Store"

ry,a cih
,

J)
Phone 253

r
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CDLFAX COUNTY

E MPLOYMENT

How Massacre Left Herrin Mine:
Where One Official Was Murdered

Pagre

M'CUMBER RUNNING
BEHIND IN PRIMARY
(By Tha Aaac elated Preaa.)

Fargo, N. D., June 30 (by the Associated Press). Returns complied
at 1 o'clock this mo.ning by nonpartisan league atate headquarters
from 1,256 precincts from WednesYERR
primary election gave Lynn
OS J.day's
IN
S
Frazier a lead of 848 for the i
publican nomination for United
States senator over Tarter J.
incumhent.
Tho vnt in
Disabled War Veterans As- these precincts
m Development of Surround-Is: Frazler, 67,808;
on
sociation Will Take Ac- AicuumDer, Dts.aou. The same preing Country Goes
cincts give Bert F. Baker, league-Coal
tive Part in Getting Work endorsed candidate for
Rapidly;
the renub-- 1
lican gubernatorial
nomination,
Week.
1 Working
for Heroes.
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have had
big fabric season, that the resultant Remnants in the popular shades and materials of the season are
many. Some are just the thing for new sleeves, for an afternoon
frock. There are pieces for sport blouses and sport skirts,
hams, organdies and voiles, for smart dresses, or for trimming. There are remnants just right for a new negligee or underwear; for the little tots garments: and even some for your
house out of
to make effective lamp shades, attractive
or
short
window drapes. And you are getting them
cushions,
ONE HALF
former price.

Theaters Today

iP!.!;

hand-to-han-

The Difficult Problems
of Summer Menus

2.

.

summer palates of all of us are hard to
No need to tell the home manager and buyer,.'
that fact. She knows, also, that a wise and careful
of foods in hot weather is necessary to the
health of those in her care.
'
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Golden Oiule

Reader Takes Newer
Form of Iron Feels
Years Younger

SYore--

y

j

Thus there is a heavy responsibility upon the '
conscientiously conducted food market that it provide seasonable foods in adequate variety and that;
those foods be procured and kept under the most
exacting conditions of sanitation, and refrigeration
where necessary.

This is particularly "true of meats which', in Hot
weather, to be at all palatable to say nothing of
healthfulness must be in perfect condition.
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Buying only the prime products of. the leading
meat packers, and keeping these meats under a perfect system of modern refrigeration we are able to
our patrons at all times the certainty of the
best meats to be procured in the world, plus absolute
healthfulness.
Like everything else sold in the Groce-Totthe best costs less. If you are not now a
patron, a trial visit will
regular Groce-Tomake you one. You will find valuable help
in solving your menu problems.
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PHILADELPHIA'S
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New York, June 23. New York
i
Nationals today won an easy victory from Philadelphia in the
game of the aeries,
tit fourth was
wild at times, but yieldToney
ed only three hits. The Giants
hits off George
combed eleven
Smith's and Pinto's offerings, Meusel leading the attack with a triple
"J
double and single in four times up.
8core:
3

2,

!')
w
CI

Philadelphia.
AB.R. H.PO.A.E.

I

GET SET

.

HELEN BATTLES

000 001 001

.

Senators; a Walk

and Four Singles Put
Winning Runs Over.
(Bt The Aitocinted lrea.)
June 29. New
Washington,
York split even with Washington
in its two-gaseries by taking
the final game today in ten innings,
6 to 4i
The visitors tied the core
in the ninth when Pipp tripled and
Ward singled, and in the tenth a
walk to Hoffman and singles by
Witt, McNally, Ruth, and Meusel,
gave them their winning margin.
and
Jones
Shawkey
replaced
checked a local rally in the last
half of the tenth. Score:
New York.
AB. R. H. PO
5
Witt, ef
McNally, 8b . . . 6
6
Ruth, If

rf

Meusel,

.

Pipp, lb . .
Ward, 2b .
Scott, ss. . .
Hoffman, o
Jones, p . .
Shawkey, p

5
4
4
4
3

11

Totals

39

Judge, lb
Pecklnpaugh,
Rice, cf
Shanks, Sb
Brower, rf
Harris, 2b
Smith, If
Gharrity, c
Francis, p

6 12 30

4
5
4

ss

16

Totals
By innings:
New York
Washington
jummary:
Three-bas-

Brooklyn

0
0

3

4

0
0
0
0

4

4
4

;

AMERICAN ASSOCLATION.
Louisville, 2; Columbus, 1.
Kansas City, 10; Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, 4; St. Paul, 1.
Indianapolis, !; Toledo, 2.

1

"

'...
.

3.
3.
1.

25
24

v

3

8

1

8
0
2
Stamford
Batteries:
Mickey and Erwin;
Knadler
Schmidt.
000
200
and
001
Score:
R, H. E.
000 200 010 1 4
3
8 1
e
hit ma Sweetwater7
1
e
0
Angelo
hits shanks,
Rice, SanBatteries:
Rosoand
Harris,
Fleharty
Double plays-Sh- anks
Pipp.
to Harris to Judge; Jones mond; Cooke and Alexander.
to Pipp; McNally to Ward to
Pipp
Struck out By Francis.
hv
Jones, 1. Hits Off Jones. 12 in
innings: off Shnwkpv nnn

12 30 14

4

0

36

200 004 OOx 6
New York . . .
bits
Summary: Two-bas- e
Lee. Three- croft, Meusel,
on balls
Base
Meusel.
hit
New Pitcher May Be Added
Off Toney, 6: off G. Smith, 2.
Struck out By Toney, 1. Hits
to Local Staff; Belen and
Off G. Smith, 10 in 7 innings; off
O.
1.
in
1
pitcher
Losing
Grays Start Series Sun
Plhto,
Smith.
in 3 inninKS.
Wi
day Afternoon.
Jones.
10; Boston, 3.
Philadelphia,
y
:
Manager Dan Fadilla and Cap
Philadelphia, June 29. Boston
St. Louis, 8;
5.
place for tain Ross Salazar are putting the
again exchanged seventh
Pa..Pittsburgh,
.Ti,i a mi..
th cellar position with Philadel- Grays through their paces thise St. Pittsbureh.
Louis
defeated'
Cardinals
the
for
Pitts- week
took
getting ready
phia today when the Athletics
'8 ioaay, s to 6, in a game
series with Belen which
the fourth game of the series. Ths
marked
heavv
by
hitting
locals bunched seven hits in the starts at Barelas field Sunday af- sides.
Hornsby in the nnenlnp, fn.
fourth and fifth innings for eight ternoon. The second game will be ning drove
a
home
run into the en4.
played July
runs. Score:
closure between the
Belen and the Grays have split and
Boston.
the
field
bleachers, the
honors so far this season. Out of first time right
AB. R. H. PO
in the history of Forbes
four meetn, each have copped two field that this
6
Smith, rf
has
been
done. Score:
games. The Grays are out to take
Menosky. If . . . . 4
bt. Louis.
4
Burns, lb
AB. R. H. Pf) A F!
4
1
4
1
Pratt, 2b
o
2
Flack, rf
0
4
Mann, cf ...... ... 0 l o 1 n r
Dugan, 3b
J. Collins, cf . .. 4
5
0 3
Smith,
5
0
0
2
a
Ruel, o
Hornsby, 2b.... 5 2 3 2
2
5
1 1
2
0
Schultz, If.
Chaplin, o
0
2
.
.
.
.
0
ss
.
6
0 14
0
Fournier, lb.
0
Pittenger,
4
0
Stock, 3b
Maynard, ss . . . 2
n
6 0
s n
2
W. Collins, p . . 1
Toporcer. ss.
Two-bas-

-

24
28
31
32
33
34
39

40

Pet.

.636
.669
.644
.500
.600
.477
.391
.376

TIRES
Now at Surprising Prices. Ask

DAIRY HERDS TESTED
FOR TUBERCULOSIS
IN VALENCIA COUNTY

j

(

k
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WESTERN LEAGUE.
Omaha, 9; Sioux City, 2.
Oklahoma City, 7; St. Joseph,
Tulsa, 8; Wichita, 7.
Denver, 7; Des Moines, 3. .

Clovis .
39

..42
.....87
.....32

,....83
.......31

2,

WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
Score:
R. H. E.
4 5
Amarlllo
4
7 10 4
Abilene .
Batteries:
Smith and Byers:
Scruggs and Burch.
Score:
R. H. S.
Lubbock
.14 19 8
8 14
4
Ranger
Batteries: Wooldridge and Earn- shaw; Phillips and Clayton.
Score:
R. H. E.

.... 551
0

....
....

Kelly-Springfi- eld

1

9

(Special Correspondence In Tu Jnrni'M
Los Lunas, June 29. All the
dairy herds In Valencia county, and
a number of Individual milk cows

'4

1.

AVnshlngton.
AB. R. H. PO. A.

in

HO LOUD EXPLOSIONS

-m

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
W. L.

w

0

'''"'ViraliVril'iitt

'"SWfcYii

IT-- !

St. Louis

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Brooklyn, 7; Boston 8.
St. Louis, 8; Pittsburgh, 6.
New York. 6; Philadelphia,
No other scheduled.

...-

OIAMT. Mca- .-

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Philadelphia, 10; Boston, 3.
New York, 6; Washington, 4.
No other games scheduled.

COAST LEAGUE.
Oakland, 12; Sacramento,
Portland, 4; Los Angeles
Salt Lake City, 4; Vernon',
Seattle, 14; San Francisco.

jsmm.m

TSf
illy

1923

SO,

On the Fourth if You Ride orf

SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
Memphis, 6; Chattanooga 3.
Mobile, 6; Atlanta, 2.
Little Rock,
Nashville, 12-Birmingham-NeOrleans, post.
wet
poned;
grounds.

4

.

JOHN M'OWWI

0 fircniTc

Series

e

.....

TWO COMING

Philadelphia

Two-Gam-

With

BY NORMAV E. BROWN.
Out to beat Hans
Is Zack Wheat, veteran outfield
er of
the Brooklyn Dodgers.
This brilliant outfielder
and
out
slammed
hitter recently
uer and member of the Dodge
team. And as he adds more base
hits to the record he has fond
hopes of surpassing the wonderful
mark set by, Hans Wagner 4,4 23
bingles.
Wagner piled up that figure in
twenty-on- e
years In the majors,
Wheat can expect to register that
number in several years under
if these days of free
twenty-on- e
hitting continue. Whether or not
he will achieve that goal Is proh
lematical, however.
Wagner, in his career, was ored
ited with playing in 2,795 games
and going to bat 10,489 times. This
gives him a grand batting average
for the entire span of .328.
When Wheat completed the re
cent game in which he passed the
2,000th mark he had played in
1,7 30 games and had gone to bat
6,573 times officially.
His grand
batting average over that stretch

0
TUpp, 3b. . ...... 2
1
0
Parkinson, 2b.. . 2
1
4
4
Williams, cf. .
1
0
W Walker, rf...... 4
1
1
Ir Lee, If.
2
1
J. Smith, ss..
13
0
Levie, lb
1
0
Peters, c. . . ...
0
0
- O. Smith, p. .
0
0
xWrightstone
0 0
Pinto, p
0 0
xxLebourveau
p
3
2
24 14 1
Totals
..30
x Batted for G. Smith In eighth.
XX
Batted for Pinto in ninth.
New York.
AB. K. H. PO. A. E. Is .305.
3
Bancroft, ss . . . . 4
2
Rawllngs, 2b... 3
1
3
Frisch. 3b
1
4
ll Meusel, If
GRAYS
2
4
ft Young, rf
11
.
.
4
.
1h
VaIIv
4
Stengel, cf.. ... 34
3
SI. Smith, c
FDR
4
0
Toney, p
0
11 27 11
.33
;' Totals
By Innings:
2
.

LATEST BANTAM
TO SEEK CROWN

IN EXTRA FRAME

Smith and Pinto Are Hit for
Eleven
Safeties; Toney
Holds Opponents to Three
Biows.

i

O

DAYS

IRK

BK STICK

1.1

WYESTER--

WIS

YORK

June

Buddy Taylor.
Buddy Taylor, the young bantam who met Pal Moore at Aurora,
111., the other night, has hopes of
getting more matches with the
leading little fellows. He is only
nineteen.
BALLOON CAUSES FIRE.
East Las Vegas, N. M., June 29
A toy balloon sent up by some,sma!l
boys, landed on the roof of the W.
N. Rosenthal home late last night
and started a small blaze. The fire
men succeeded in putting the blaze
out before much damage
had been
done.

in Belen have been tested for tuberculosis by Dr. Dawson, a veterinary Inspector of the bureau of
animal Industry, in
with County Agent R. 6. Conroy.
The owners of this class of livestock receive this veterinary service free of charge. Dr. Dawson
Is a veterinary specialist on tuber,
culosls, and previous to coming to
Valencia county, did testing In
Dona Ana and Otero counties. The
United States bureau of animal industry is Interested In the control
and eradication of tuberculosis in
livestock.
Dr. E. P. Johnson, extension
veterinarian of State College, was
also in Valencia county, assisting
county Agent conroy to' take a
number of blood samples from
cows suspected of contagious abortion, the serum of which was sent
to the Cutter laboratories
at
Berkeley, Calif., for the agglutination and compliment fixation
tests.
This work is meeting the heartv
oi milk
approval and
cow owners In Valencia county.
Massachusetts loom
last
produced woolens eneugh to make
a blanket one mile Ion and thirtv.
seven miles wide.

mm

O

mm

Fifth and Central.

itr.tT,Vj)wa,

.

Vfc

"

Phone 823

in

'

two-gam-

'

.....

Vlck, c

1

Ainsmith,
Haines, p

... 1

arxFoster

1

Totals

37 S 11 24 9 2
Totals
x Batted for W. Collins in fifth.
xx Batted for Fullerton
In

B

Perkins, o
Miller, cf

Galloway, ss
Hauser, lb
Dykes, 3b
Naylor, p

3
4
. . 3
3
v4

1

1

0

2
1
0
0
1

2
2
1
1

2

E
4

1
1
2

2
0
1

0

0
0
0

t

33' 10 11 27 15

0

.4

1

11
1
0

5
1
S

,5

0

0
0
0
0

....

Total
By Innings:
Boston

2
1

40

4
Carey, cf
a
Bigbee. If
Barnhart, 3b... 4
sn
Traynor,
6
Rohwer. rf
5
Grimm, lb

Philadelphia.
AB. R. H.PO.A.E.
McGowan, rf . . 3 2 1 2 0 0
i.

3

0
0
2

10

0
0
8

1
0
0

g 15

0
0
5

0
0

27 14

1

1

Pittsburgh.
AB. R. H.PO.A.E.
Maranville, 2b.. 4 0 1 1 1 0

ninth.

Young, 2b
Walker, If

. 3
0
4

c...

c.......
Mattox, o

4
1
1
Glaznor,
1
Ens
1
Carlson, p
1
xxTlerney
Hollingsworth, p 0
Yellowhorse, p. . 0
1
xxxMokan

Gooch,

p......

1
0
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

6
3

0

2

1

0

1

0

11

2
8
11
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
1

1

0
0
0

0

1

1
1
4
1

4
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

1

0
0
0
0
0

r,

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
CAPTAIN ROSS SALAZAR.
Oifl
ones claimed
"The Big
000 000 021
8 Wlso
Ham's" baseball days were over
100 440 10X 10
40 6 15 27 8 3
Totals
Philadelphia
four years ago, but he Is batting
e
x Batted for Glazner In fourth,
Milhits
Summary:
harder now than ever and his
xx Batted
in
for Carlson
ler, McCowan, Naylor. W. Collins,
fielding with the grays Inst year seventh.
J. Collins. Three-bas- e
hits Milwas
Is
almtwt
and
xxx
Batted for Yellowhorse in
perfect
Home run Smith.
ler, Burns.
a new record this season. setting ninth.
Double
plays Burns, Pittenger
By innings:
and W. Collins, 1 ; Naylor. 1. Hits both of
the coming games, even if
. Louis
100 200 2308
uir w. Collins, 3 in 4; off Fuller-to- they have
to
a marvel Pittsburgh
003 010 001 3
8 In 5.
Losing pitcher W. twlrler to dp theImport
business.
Belen
e
hits
Summary:
Collins.
has added another pitcher to Its Haines, Rohwer. Three-bas- e
hit- sstaff
and also a hard hitting Stock, Rohwer,
'
Haines.
Gooch,
Brooklyn, 7; Boston, 8.
catcher.
Home
run
Base on
Hornsby.
Boston, Mass., June 29. Grimes
The two defeats handed the balls Off Haines. 2: Carlson. 1:
pitched effectively for Brooklyn
are
1.
ones
the
received
Struck
out By
Grays
Hollingsworth,
only
Boston
against
today, the visitors
Glazner, 1. Hits Off Glazner.
winning 7 to S. Msrquard was hit yet this season. Checking up the in
4
5
off
should not
Carlson, in 3; off
innings;
opportunely. Johnston made three dope, they probably
2 in
off Yel.
once, and fielded have taken place, but the dope Hollingsworth,
j hits and walked
2 in
1
lowhorse.
somehow
Winnlni
doesn't
fit
the
facts
and
twice
sensationally,
Nixon
robbing
; cf what looked
Belen is on the run up the ladder pitcher Haines. Losing
like hits.
Bcon:
jj, e.1 for the New Mexico state cham7
010
The Grays expect
801
10
to
Brooklyn
pionship.
000 012 0003 9 3 eliminate the Belen boys in the
'Boston
;!
Batteries:
Grimes and Miller; coming series and believe they can ltTFoL
Marquard, F. Miller and Gowdy.
cop the bacon from Clovis, which
has a berth now in the West Texas
North Carolina has a total of league.
8,304,000 cotton spindles,
representing 14.4 per cent of the coun-- : OFFICERS DENY DRINKING.
Soulh
Carolina
spindles.
has Seattle. Wash.. June 29 Ch
(try's
,;another 6,089,000 spindles, or 13.8 that federal prohibition officials
!per cent of the total. Together these were intoxicated during the repubjtwo southern states almost equal lican state convention, held In
s,
fthe spindles of Massachusetts, and
on June 10, made by Mayor
the three tate
represent more Edwin J. Brown of Seattln. wr
60 per cent of the total in the denied in a formal statement pub
jthan
I
United States.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
lished today
W.
L.
Pet
St. Louis ....... .....41
29
.586
New York ......... ...39
32
.549
32
Chicago ...........36
.529
Detroit
......35 33 .615
35
Washington
.485
Cleveland
37
...32
.464
Two-bas-

Senator
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Fullerton, p
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THE VL3.TlllE. GAS

The, Quality Cigar
Sinm

the readiness with which gasoline gives up its power)

(Vol-a-tilit-

I

p

After you've smoked'
one you'll know why
there is a JemmA
vtiui aJ. nf
j

'over

It will say "all right!" whenever
you step on it.
Give it a spark and it will never
hesitate.

100-million-

Palinas this vear.

The cigarwith the 'Java'
Wrapper 'round the finest

Vuelta Abajo, Havana

filler.1

Congress Cigar Company,

Manufacturers.

U. S.

f

n.

La

ior

a.

'

Rifntmbefi

Two-bas-

'

3;

3.

i

.

r.

ftflClflb

Run it with Texaco Gasoline

Save it with Texaco Motor Oil

Che-hali-

I

Texaco Motor Oili are heavy-bod- y
lubricant! and are distinguished
by their clear, golden color. Lieht, medium, heavy and extra-heathey fit all cari and all conditions. You will find them wherever you
see the Texaco red star.
vy

........

Philadelphia ........27
Boston

'

,
1

W
M

Tired- -

Thirsty!

.....29

35

39

.435
.426

TEXACO MOTOR 01 tS

TEXACO GASOLINE

lk

PAY'S
GAMES

METROPOLITAN
Tk

Tnat Ctmpmf,

V. S. A.

Tttut

1324-2- 8

FrinUum Pndme

CIGAR COMPANY

Larimer Street

Denver, Colorado

NATIONAL LEAGUE.

Philadelphia at New York.

Brooklyn at Boston.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh.
Cincinnati at Chicago.

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Boston at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at St. Louis.
No other scheduled.

WnX SURELY HELP OTHERS
The condition of the human body
by the condition of the
kidneys and blood. If the kidnevi
are not functioning properly, waste
products and poisons cannot be
Is reflected

eliminated.
Rheumatic
pains,
swollen, aching and stiff Joints and
and blurred
muscies, aizziness
vision are symptom
of kldnev
trouble.
Mrs. A. Lechner.
1129
Main Ave.. Clifton, N. J., writes:
"Foley Kidney Pills have helped
me and I gladly rive vou Dermis.
sion to use this testimonial, for
they will surely help." Sold everv.
where.

...

TWO PLAYS THIS YEAR
Turn to the Right"
"Friendly Enemies"
Cat
DIFFERENT COMPANIES

Both With New York
BOTH ARE REDPATH-HORNE-

v

'

SAVOY HOTEL
Opp. Santa Fe Depot

ELMS HOTEL
304 North

Firt

St.

FINEST ROOMS IN THE STATE. STEAM HEAT. HOT A YD
COLD WATER. AUi OUTSIDE ROOMS.
Transl.nt irtates: Single. 1 and $1.50; doubl., 1.B0 and 11.00,'
With bath, alnrl. $2.00 and $t.B0; double. $2.80
and $8.00.
Wekly Ratea: With or without private bath.
.00 to
$11.00

-
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PEASANT EFFECTS
DOMINATE IN ALE
NEW PARIS MODES

FOUR DAIICIHG FEET
BY JANE PHELPS.
"WE

MAKES FRIENDS
THE FAMILY.

'

-

r

more than a few drops of ammonia to a pailful of water). This
r
cuts the dirt and
grease better than soapy water
yet does not yellow the paint and
enamel, as soap does.
A waxed, varnished or otherwise
e
highly polished wood
Is cleaned by linseed oil and petroleum applied with a soft cloth,
followed by hard rubbing with a
dry cloth.
To clean a brass
rub with a cheesecloth dipped
into either lemon oil or linseed
oil. The oil also keeps the shellac
on the brass from becoming dry
and cracking.
It need hardly be said that, no
matter what the material of your
. it
should be dusted
dally!
The bed springs are the next
consideration, after making sure
that you are caring for the frame
properly. They should be dusted
often and kept clean and free
from rust by being rubbed lightly
with lemon oil. The oil need not
be put on so thickly that it
ammonia-wate-

e,

By LACRA A. K.1RKMAN.

fsim

WITH younger children, all three pres- r
sed close to see them drive away.
"You are awful good! Giving
the children all that lovely fruit.
Chapter 10
Tom
were
hftfl.nl" ftar- nice children!
It must have emit
They
thought as they crowded about tie said, then blushed because
him after their first shyneBs had she had said it. Somehow it hadn't
worn cff. Uncommonly nice chi- seemed right she didn't quite
ldren, considering everything. Jen- know why to speak of what it
nie was pretty too, not bo pretty cost.
A
,
If."
as Gertie, but still pretty. Anna
"I hope they will enjoy it,"
was plain, but her piquant little Tom paid no attention, to her
face waa attractive; while sturdy relief. "Perhaps it will console
Tom intrigued him greatly, es- them for taking you away." Then;
pecially after he was told how "You have a wonderful mother.
anxious ho was to help so Oert She was kind to give me tea, and
tv
wouldn't have to do it all.
gingerbread! Why, I haven't had
She any like it since I left my moth"She's good, Gertie isi
ner money most 10 ma, er's home."
gives an confided
after the prja-the had
"I'm glad you liked ma."
of a pocket knife such as h
"Indeed I did. I only hoped she
never had dreamed existed, a liked me half as well."
"She liked you all right. I
good substantial knife, such a
one as a ranchman would be like- know ma. I hope the children'
didn't bother you, they ain't "
ly to carry.
But it was Mrs. Cummlngs' who she hesitated. Ain't wasn't right,
n t rat eri
htm mnt.
ftrHA'a but what word should she use.
mother. Her conversation. Hilts -- No use. She couldn't think. So
ate though it ,was, showed her she finished, "used to company."
to be a woman of character, 8he
"I thought them all very nice,
and very nicely behaved. You
showed, without realizing it, hir
deneed never be ashamed of your
anxiety for her children; her
sire that they should grow up family, Gertie," sensing her feel-ln"Never be ashamed to taka
good.
"After Jennie finishes, and Tim anyone to see them."
we
is older,
Tomorrow A Serious Talk.
hope to move to a
better place," she told Tom.
"There is bad boys and girls evDEMOCRATS IN LEAD.
Phoenix, Ariz., June 29. Dem
erywhere, but I'm thinkin' if we
in
a
was to be
better place, the ocrats led republicans more than
children wouldn't see so much two to one in the registration in
badness. So far they have been Arizona for the week ending June
God!"
allm right, thank
ti. Figures made public today by
l
i;
i
w
Airs, Secretary of State Ernest R. Hall,
xuiu biixubu
juwmuiy.
was
a
re't
evidently
Cummlngs
showed that 2,879 democrats regisgious sort of person according to tered during the week as comher views.
with 1,167 republicans. The
She pared
She was hospitable too.
total registration since the books
. made a cup of tea, and gave it were
Nothing suits the Parisian madMay 1 is 24,197 demo emoiselle
of fashion as well as the
in iilm, and with it some home-- i crats opened
and
11,225
republicans.
tu.de gingerbread
not yet cold.
colored summer frocks which
gayly
Tom ate and drank with relish.
are copied mainly from the Balkan
DUTY ON MILK.
Vhat if the cup was thick, and Washington,
June 29. A duty of peasant. This style is mads of
the plate had a nick in the edg? (Vi cents a gallon
on milk as com- white romaine erepa with blouse,
That didn't mean anything.
with the one cent rate in the wide sleeves and cascades on the
Gertie looked on saying little, pared
house bill was approved today by skirt embroidered in vivid colors
but fascinated, happy. Wasn't he
senate, 43 te 18, after a two in eyelet design. the real thing. She wished Lilly the
was there to see, then was glad hours' fight.
she wasn't. She might say someabout his being her beau
thing
or something to embarrass her.
Tom said nothing until the
alarm clock on the shelf over tie
stove told him It was 3 o'clock.
Then he proposed they start
By Edna Kent Forbes.
"I'm sorry Gertie has to work
on Sundays," Mrs. Cummlngs
said, "but she does. Be sure you
ion that it should be the first
FACE BLEACHES
git ner back."
"I will, Mrs. Cummlngs, and Most women want something to choice.
may i come again before I go whiten the' skin these hot midHeader:
There is nothing
nomer x snail nave to go In a
will keep you from growing
summer days. The summer sun which hair
week or two."
if you have the ten"Come as often as you like, is healthy but often disastrous this
but you can extract the
Sir." The last slipped out, un- to the transparent delicacy of a dency,
coarse hair and bleach the rest
conscious tribute.
fine complexion. Sunburn is be- of it until It does not show at
all.
.. er's reply. For her the light had coming but too much sunburn
Rosalind: A mixture of raw
uui. iieia was a mist dg makes the skin dry and hard, starch and water would only refore her eyes. She could scarce'y and I have yet to meet the wom- main on tho skin long enough to
see. Going away. In a week or an who would confess to liking become dried, as it would then
two the end
crumble and drop off. I fancy
Courageously she pulled herself freckles.
most face your idea is to cleanse the pores
worst
about
The
was
thing
It
nice
see
to
him
together.
way and if it la, be sure
for maybe two weeks longer. She bleaches is that they are drying. this
to rub some cream into the skin
would be happy, especially todas. When the skin is already dry afterward,
the starch will abwhen he was taking her into the from too much sun this is the sorb all ofas the
natural secrelast thing that any woman wants. tions.
country again.
"Come down to the car with Here are a few suggestions, howY. C: Your druggist was
N.
us, Tim," Tom said when Gertie ever, for face bleaches which will Informed later
where he could
was ready, "I brought some fruit sooth, without drying the most
purchase the "Creosol" that goes
tor the children," he added to delicate complexion.
in the hair, tonic, so he must
Mrs. Cummlngs. His delicate feel
My first suggestion is to use have it at this
and should fix
ing for their poverty had Dre. oatmeal. Only the chemists in the up your tonic time
you. There
vented him from carrying it up beauty preparation laboratories never should haveforbeen
y
any
wun mm.
realize the extraordinary virtues
about
the
of
this tonic
filling
oatDelighted, Tim followed them of this common cereal. Use bet- as this Ingredient is so easily
obaownsiairs. ana out to the car, meal soap or, which Is even
It merely meant looking
around which had gathered a ter, take small squares of thin tained.
in
the
book
for
telephone
the
crowa ot children, among ' them cloth, put two large tablespoon-ful- s address of the
firm that makes
of mei 1 in the center of
brother and two little sis
i
uny
ters. Lilly would hear all about each and tie up with string to
u nowl Gertie thought Rladlv.
form a small bag. Throw one of
"Here, young man!" Tom pul- these into a tub of hot water RCSSELL RESISTS TRANSFER.
Kansas City, Mo., June 29. A
a
led out
big basket of fruit, a when you bathe and squeeze unsteamer basket, the best he could til you have pressed out as much deal to transfer John Russell, a
of its milky substance as pos- pitcher obtained by the Kansas
una, ana the biggest.
"Gee whitlker!" Tim said
sible. Daily bathing in this sort
American association baseball
mfringly. "Gosh! That's great:" of water will make the skin won- City
team to the Dallas team of the
Then at a look from Gertie he derfully white and delicate.
remembered his manners and said
Put a bag in the bowl of water Texas league, was announced as
when you wash your face and completed today, but it is underThank you."
Russell refused to go to
youi can
hands, and after you have used stood
carry
, do you niltninK
.
...
rr
iu upoiaiiBi
iura asitea
soap In the ordinary way pat Dallas. President Muehlbach indismilingly, as he helped Gertie into the the skin all over with the wet cated Russell probably would go to
car.
bag and let this bleaching milky a Western league team.
"I'll tell the world I can!" and fluid from the meal dry into the
Tim disappeared Inside the door, skin. It will soften and bleach;
Bearing a courtesy title, the
as xney rouea away.
It will cleanse the pores, and daughter of an English peer who
just
Tom had glanced up r.t the while it is slower and milder in died a few years ago, earns her livwindow, and waved bis hand to its action than most bleaches it ing by selling candy in a shop near
Mrs. Cummlngs and the two j Is so very good for the complex- - the houses of parliament.
TOM

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
BED

HYGIENE.

If I were asked to Judge whether or no a perfectly strange womI
an was a good housekeeper,
would ask first to see her beds.
For, the good housekeeper prides
herself on having clean, sweet,

e
beds.
and
that Is never sunned and
aired soon becomes musty and, in
time, mouldy. The result Is a
well-aire-

d

well-mad-

A bed

damp bed which seriously affects

the health of the sleeper. So often
we hear people say, "I am not
sleeping as well as I used to. I
can't understand it." The first
answer to such a remark should
,

be: "Is your bed being properly
aired and sunned?"
Proper care of a bed begins
with the very frame Itself. If this
is of painted or enamelled wood,
It may be cleaned by washing with
lukewarm water to which a little ammonia has been added (not

Flvel

Page

bed-fram- e,

leaves grease spots on the mattress. If your bed has box springs,
the oil method ot cleansing cannot
be carried on; In this case, brushd
whisk
ing with a
broom is the right treatment.
Mattresses should be cleaned, if
possible, with a vacuum cleaner.
But if the housewife does not
own this electrical device, she
should brush her mattresses often
and, at least once In every three
months, she should have them
taken out of doors and beaten
thoroughly with a rattan beater.
Box
mattresses
and
springs
should be sunned frequently. The
mattress should be turned and
aired dally (it la perhaps most
easily aired by being pulled half
way over the foot board of the
bed). There is no need to dangle
bedding out of the window; plenty
of sun and air will be present in
the bedroom it tn windows are
opened widely and the shades
rolled to the top. Sheets and
blankets are best sunned by be

s
ing spread over two
close to the window.
I know of no housekeeping duty
that pays better dividends, both
in personal
health and suit
respect, than the faithful and
thorough care of beds.
chair-back-

WEST VIRGINIA GUARD
ORDERED

MOBILIZED

Charleston, W. Va., June 29.
Company D, West Virginia national
three officers
guard comprising
and fifty men, was ordered mobil
ized shortly before midnight to
night, i
A oonference was In session at
that hour In the governor's office
with Governor Morgan, Adjutant
General Charnock and other state
officials attending.
Both Governor Morgan and
Charnock were silent as to the
cause for mobilization. At the ex
ecutive office, Jesse V. Sullivan,
secretary to the governor, told an
Associated
Press representative
that "we can't tell you now; maybe
mere will be something later."
,
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'

BEAUTY CHATS

'

The healthy woman who looks her age is
either stupid or lazy. HereV one woman
of 38 who looks 28, and she does it without quacks or.rouge or hair dye. You can
do it too-r- ead
"Why Grow Old?" the
first article in a sensational new series.

!

do-la-

Do you know your own son? He is a
puzzle as baffling to parents as is the
jazz-ma- d
flapper. What will you do with
him? Read what Sarah D. Lowrie says.

4.

The Best
Low Priced
Healthful
Baking Powder
Obtainable

Don't miss the beginning of "A Ticket
for Adventure," a thrilling mystery serial
by George Weston. Besides these there
are pages of new summer styles; scores
of
recipes; vital, compelling
articles; clean, vivid stories more than
30 fact and fiction features in the big
July issue of
hot-weath- er

fttosphate
Baiting

Contains no Alum
Use it

Large Can, 12 Ounces, Only 25c

SPECIAL!

Some grocers may have a few cans left of Dr. Price's
bearing the label with the special advertising offer

vis

L

and Save!

recently announced. A big value at its regular price,
Dr. Price's is an unparalleled bargain at this special
sale price. Don't fail to see if your grocer has some left!

A
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HOME JOU RNAL
15

a Copy

From Any Newsdealer or Boy Agent

$1.50
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By Mail Subscription
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Act to Regulate the Formation and F. II. Porter
170
17,000.00 unto set my hand and affixed my tached.
The waste pipe must be
Government of Corporations
for
official seal the da and year last so arranged that the water will, in
WHAT DO YOU
Industrial
above
written.
no
Mining, Manufacturing,
$51,000.00
Instance, pass through more
and Other Pursuits,"
The postoffice address of each (Seal)
GEORGE Ci TAYLOR,
approved
than one trap. Waste pipes from
TO KNOW?
WANT
March 16, 1905, and all acts man- of the incorporators is as follows:
Notary Public. bath tubs and wash trays may be
Address
My commission expires April 3 connected to drum tap with trap
datory thereof, do hereby certify Name
This paper is maintaining
G. A. Porter. ..Charleston, W. Va.
as foilows:
1920.
screws not less than three Inches In
a free Information Bureau in
G. E. Breece. .Albuquerque, N. M
Nnmc.
to le accessible.
diameter;
trap
Read the Announcements
of California's Famous Hotels, Health,
Washington for the permanent
ENDORSED.
1.
Two bath tubs may be connected
The corporate name Is "The F. II. Porter. ..Charleston, W. Va.
use of its readers.
Beach and Mountain Resorts nnd Solve "That Outing Problem"
No. 11427.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7, to one trap. If provided with one
Term of Existence.
White Pine iAimber Company."
to
will
Bureau
This
be
and
Literature
glad
Full
146.
Certificate
of
Information
6.
by Writing Direct, or at Free InforIncorpo- and
The term of existence of this Page
inch waste and vent
Registered Office.
mation Bureau at Office of the Morning Journal.
give you reliable information in
2.
The registered offlc of the corporation is fixed at 49 years ration of The White Pine Lumber pipe. Special care must be taken
to
answer
almost
any question
Companj'. Filed in office of State In securing tight Joints between the
tne date hereof.
corporation is Bernalillo, in the irom
you may wish to ask.
Commission of New traps and wastes, also between the
The business of the corporation Corporation
county of Sandoval, state of New shall
was
Bureau
The
established
11:30
m
1922.
a.
June
Mexico,
26,
be managed by a board of diMembers of the local carpenters' Mexico, and L. A. Porter is hereby
traps and the fixtures, particularly
in
rather than
Washington
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
wnen the fixture Is a water closet.
ilnlon last night held a meeting In designated as the statutory agent rectors consisting of seven In num
elsewhere
because
of
the treCompared: J.io to EMA.
Lead pipes will ordinarily be used;
0. O. F. hall to determine their In charge thereof and upon whom ber, but the number of directors
resources of informendous
iJiaJ.
In case of cast Iron, the Joint must
may be enlarged or dlmlnishe'' by
J"Sotlon on the demand of Hall and process against the corporation may the
which
mation and service
have
Fifth Near Main, Los Angeles
INDEXED.
stockholders at any regular or
be caulked with lead. Floor plates
be served.
fcHall, school building contractors,
been accumulated there by the
special meeting called for such pur- State of New Mexico, County of must be used with earthenware federal government resources
Principal Objects.
pthat they return to their work by
Bernalillo, ss.
A Koom and a Bath for a
closets and Joints made permaUhls evening on the new schools.
3.
The objects for which the pose or In accordance with the by
of which the average citizen
anis instrument was filed for nently secure.
Dflo information was given as to the corporation is established are pri- laws or tne company.
has no adequate conception,
Dollar and a Half.
on
twenty-eightrecord
the
G
water-closenames
of
The
All
of the directors of
Waterclosets.
rieci8ion reached.
day
and which he does not know
marily:
this company who shall manage its uuinj, uii, nr. :zu o clock a. m,
in buildings must be earthThe 15 carpenters who left their
how
I
to
reach.
,
To acquire, hold, improve, lease, affairs
Rates
$1.50 to $3.00
for the first three months Recorded in Vol. "E" Misc. of Rec- enware, containing trap In bowl,
"T'jobs on the two highland school and sell lumber, farming, grazing,
an
There is in
ords of said county. Folio 288.
or
back
from authority of theWashington
in course of construction mineral and other lands and tho after the incorporation, and until
rank on
first
f ""r.pulldlnKS
room
a cool outside room
FRED
(Seal)
Every
successors
are
their
CROLLOTT,
lead bend below floor, except
duly elected
re sa'1' t0 nave walked out
to build, con and
practically every question touchClerk and Recorder,
products thereof;
the closet Is within two feet of the
qualified are:
well
of an order from their
huthe
of
ing
oeing
S.
struct, maintain and operate plants
CROLLOTT. Deputy Clerk.
G. A. Porter. Charleston. West By
malnstack, and there Is r.o other
manity.
of
headquarters refusing to and works for the
fixture, or fixtures above, whose
Let our Bureau answer
: "tllow them to work with non-- I such lands, and fordevelopment
the handling. Virginia;
F.
or combined waste, is more questions. You are invitedyour
West
H.,
waste,
Porter,
Charleston,
to
labor.
were
The
y
Jnlon
nnd rendering comrpr-ciall- Vlrglnlar
carpenters
preparing
than
two
must
and
be
Inches;
call upon it as freely and as
3'ee.iven the alternative of returning
available of the various prodIsaac
a
flushed
from
Lowensteln,
of
Wllahlra Bonlrva rd, Los Angelet
Charleston,
tank
separate
often as you please. It has
"''To work or losing their Jobs on ucts thereof.
A MODERN
West Virginia.
not less than five gallons capacity,
APA RT.MKNI HOTEL
established
No. 100.
been
to
solely
'astths
buildings, . .
In
To
Exclusive
Reildantlal District, within lur nok
W.
or
Mac
A,
manufacture,
means
Iron,
lumber,
of a suitable flushing
Corkle, Charleston,
by
fcroi;
serve you, as a final step in
Be It Ordained, by the
of business and shopping cents.
City Com- device. Closets may have the
steel, manganese, coke, copper and West Virginia.
waste
the friendly help of this newsotner minerals, and all or any
M. M. Williamson
lenCLEMONS CONVICTED
Charleston, mission of the City of Albuquerque, line two feet from th main stack
Maid Service Commissary Gang.
paper in bringing its readers
that Section 20, Article C, D. K without
articles consisting or partly con- West Virginia.
In no case will
in
closer touch with their
of
wood.
a
G
sisting
watercloset
F,
Iron,
be
steel, copper
flushed direct from government. There is no charge
and H. Ordlnnnco
McDonald, Charleston,
Angus
mo
air
or other materials and all or any West Virginia.
adopted
February 2t,, 1922 ' be the water supply pipe, and all except two cents in stamps to
rttl;(SpcpIb1 Correspondence to h
"CALIFORNIA'S CELEBRATED RECREATION CENTER"
rnnt.) products thereof.
G. E, Breece, Albuquerque, New amended to read as Wllows:
a
waterclosets must have a'irood on
pay the return postage. AdBanta Ke. June 29. Price Cle
To acquire, own, lease, sell, use Mexico.
section
20.
thorough
Waterciosets
to
letters
flushing.
dress
your
5,r"in8 has been found guilty of mur- or develop any lands containing Limitation on Stockholders' Power
or urinals will not be permitted in
C Soil Pine.
Each limi.
v
in coal, or iron,
stone or
to Examine Stock and
jer in ine iirsi uegree uv a
any room or apartment unless said
FREDERIC J. RASKIN,
shall
building
ow.he district court in Kio juiy
Arriba other ores or manganese,
and any wood
house drain of either standard or room or apartment have either a
Transfer Rooks.
Director.
to reports just lands, or other oil,
vrjounty,
according
7.
lands
for
The corporation shall keep extra heavy cast iron soil pipe. It window of at least four square feet.
The Albuquerque Journal Inany purfcr0ceived here. The crime for which pose of the company.
at
will
Its
state
this
in
office
to
formation
the external air
registered
Bureau, Washingbegin at the earthenware drain opening directly
ea31emons was tried was the killing of
To mine or otherwise to extract the transfer books, in which the outside the foundation
The most delightful seaside resort on the Pacific Coast.
ton, D. C.
of the build- or an airsnatt extending up to or
Equable
PlajYank Akins and Clay Carpenter, or remove coal, ores, stone and transfers of stock
summer climate.
be regis- ing and will be continued full size aDove me roor.
shall
Ideal
Vent
on
and recreational facilities.
stacks
Miles
J'.injwo citizens of Texas, touring upper other minerals and timber from any
of safe, white, sandy beach.bathing
yara closets must be extended
tered, and the stock books, which to a point six inches nbnvn rM
See the "Walk of a Thousand Lights"
uVTvVew Mexico Inst
In
search
January
lands
or
leased
ad- and not more
shall
names
contain
the
the
and
owned,
to
acquired,
twelve
fifteen feet above the
Coney Island of tho West.
Mammoth indoor plunge, golf
thn three feet of
witjf a homestead location. Price was occupied by the company, or from dresses of the stockholders and the pipe
links; hotels, apartment houses and cottages to suit all classes.
ground, or higher if the situation
exposed above roof. Tf it
falipprehended in Texas a few weeks any other lands.
reof
number
shares
held
million-dolla
them
Home
of
it.
flat
roof
by
the
famous
the
closet
will
waste
d
it
requires
Hotel Virginia.
be
pipe
thj
carried connects to
Long Beach
finago, after a body had been
To buy and sell, or otherwise to spectively, which shall at all times from two to four
is a beautiful residential city, famed for Its splendid homes,
the house drain, the
feet
as his.
schools
deal or to traffic in wood, lumber. during the usual hours for business firo walls.
vent pipe will be two Inches inside
and churches. Write for literature and information to the
ana.',
a
of
to
be
the
All
Iron,
steel,
copper,
manganese,
n
if
but
the
diameter,
waste
soil
nm
v
open
waste
and
inspection
nine
mimt
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
FOUT RILEY' WIXS.
an
Colorado Springs, Colo., Juno 29. stone, ores, coal, coke, oil and other stockholder in person with respect laid to a grade of not less than one the sewer, the vent shall be four
Long Bench, California
materials, and any of the produts to his interest as such stockholder, foot in fifty feet. They must lie incnes m diameter. In cases where
twir-For- t
Elley Number 1 polo team thereof,
articles
and
to
the
his
or
a
for
run
as
Is
irf
consisting
watercloset
any
purpose Lermane
a yard, or sepoirect as
and must
Cr0on the open tournament
status as such, upon application in be furnished withpossible,
consisting thereof.
hand hnlfl and arate from and
of a
at the. Cheyenne Mountain or Topartly
construct bridges, buildings, writing to the registered agent of cleanouts where necessary or con nouse or Duiiaing,independent
a closet of an
;. (Country club "today by defeating
of
such venient 10 remove obstructions.
ships, boats, engines, the corporation in charge
class, to be approved
yeFort Sill in a well played game, 15 machinery,
1640 Shalto Strert,
Los AngelM,
cars and other equipment, rail office and having the custody of Provided, however, that
all hand-hole- s by the Plumbing Inspector, will be
Vi.io 7. The Kansans got away to an
California.
water
the
roads,
said
but
docks,
elevators,
agent.
or
and
books;
used. Closet waste
registered
permitted
omission
cleanouts
lead
of
errors
bo
by
shall
by
to Unlnn, Slngl
Car
placed
Sixth
Street
iiarly
and
to any where accessible, and when neces- must be brought through the floor
works, and electric may refuse permission
their opponents, but in the seventh works, gas
Hart Brosa double apartments. Three blocks from
flRtntoor
xffl&fflm-aqueducts, canals, stockholder to examine tho same sary the carpenter shall provide witn rour-incMillion
f
lead Pine. "Rav.
Westlake Park. Phone Wllshlre 47JO.
Ir.shukker, the Oklahoma contenders works, viaducts,
and any (except as to the entries affecting trap doors so that sjich hand-holE. C. WARNAS, Mnnaser.
mond" and like ferrules are pro- Rallied and brought the score up to and other water-way'
11 to 7 with Fort Riley leading. other means of transportation, and the shares owned by such stock or cleanouts may be reaihed.
ninuea.
The
to sell the same, or otherwise dis holder), unless and until satisfied soil pipe will be supported everv
H Urinals. Each urinal, or row
period, Fort Riley
i'tn the final
its advantage by four goals pose thereof, or to maintain and that such examination and the In- five feet with hangers or hooks. or urinals, must be supplied with an
same.
to
the
be
operate
formation
succession.
automatic
""n
thereby
Where
it
acquire
.flush tank, so arranged
is in vertical position,
:
.
Ca. rapid
Subsidiary inirpnscs nnd Powers. are for a legitimate purpose and waste pipe connections will be as to secure a tnorougn flushing at
As subsidiary to and in connec not for a purpose hostile to the made
The traps of
"Y" or
"T" regular intervals.
,wt
tion with the foregoing from time Interests of the corporation or Its branches,by but where itsanitary
is in a hor- urinals must be placed next to the
to time, the corporation may:
a
Individual
stockholders, and the izontal position they must be made nxtures.
of the registered
JjiJ
Construct, operate and maintain determination
W. R. WALTON,
"Y" shaped branches only. All (Seal)
Is the bread we bake. It pleases
or purchase a railroad or logging agent shall be .'Inal. conclusive and by
iron pipes and
must be Chairman City Commission and the whole family Our bread, bisrailroad for the purpose of trans- binding upon all stockholders and sound, cylindrical, fitting
and smooth, and
Mayor.
cuits, pies and cakes are made
under such coated inside and outside
porting its loss or manufactured all persons claiming
with care by expert bakers. They
with Attest:
and to stockholders.
IDA V. MALONE. City Clerk.
products or any
"coal tar" or "asphaltum varnish."
Lift
are cheaper and bettor than you
The Journal is
construct and maintain all neces Regulations Respecting Directors.
All cast iron pipe will be Jointed June 28, 1922.
can bake yourself. We can sell
8. In furtherance and not in nm by first Inserting a
sary sidetracks and switches in
of picked
because we bake in large
COMMISSION ORDINANCE
cheaper
exclusive
Resort
gasket
connection therewith.
itation of the powers conferred by
then filling the remainder
quantities.
No. 116.
To conduct and carry on in con- statute, the board of directors are oakum,
with molten soft pig lead. This An Ordinance Declaring No. 109 of
of
Medium
New
EUROPEAN PLAN
nection with its lumbering opera- Expressly authorized:
load will then be driven with caulk..the City Commission of the City
tions a general mercantile business.
To hold their meetings, to have ing tools to form a tight Joint. No
Pnuble.
Baits Vtr Day)
Single.
Mexico
of Albuquerque an Emergency
.
.
, .
To acquire by purchase, donation one or more offices, and to keep cement or
3.00
100 Rooms
tt.no
807 South First Street.
Ordinance on the Ground of
putty Joints will be per00
2.
100 Rooms
i.00
or otherwise, lands and real estate, the books of the corporation within, mitted.
Urgent Public Need.
200 Rooms,
toilet..
and to sell and dispose of or mort- or except as otherwise provided by
D Waste
Lead waste
Section 1. Be it ordained by the
00 3
400 Rooms,
bath... !.
gage same, and also to acquire by statute, without the state of New pipes shall notPipes.
be lighter than the City Commission of the City of AlTWENTY CORNER SUITES.
purchase or otherwise, the standing Mexico, at such places as may, grade known to the trade as "extra buquerque that. Ordinance No. 109
timber upon lands without acquir- from time to time, be designated by light." Lead
pipes will be joined of said city commission be and is
s. no to fa. 00
stngi
1
ing the fee to the same,
them.
by a wiped Joint. All connections
Double
declared an emergency or$1.00 to $8.0
To determine, from time to time, with iron pipe will be by brass fer- hereby
Manufacture, purchase or otherdinance
of
the
upon
ground
urgent
wise acquire goods, wares, mer- whether, and, if allowed under rules of the same bore as tho lead
Free Auto Busses Meet AH
chandise and personal property of what conditions and regulations the pipe and soldered into it with a public need and shall become effective
of
this
the
upon
passage
class
and description, and accounts and books of the corpora wiped Joint. Tho other end of the ordinance and
every
Trains.
five days after legal
hold, own, mortgage, sell or other- tion shall be onen to the inspection ferrule will be caulked into the hub
publication of this ordinance and
wise dispose of, trade, deal in and of the stockholders, and the stock of the iron
pipe with an oakum five days after legal publication of
deal with the same.
holders' rights in this respect are gasket and lead Joints. All lead
For a moderate charge
Ordinance No. 109.
Acquire and undertake the good- and, shall be restricted or limited pipes will be supported by metal said
i
i
Wm. R. WALTON,
(Seal)"
will,
property, rights, franchises, accordingly, and no stockholder tacks and scre vs when vertical, Chairman
per year you may secure
City Commission and
contracts and assets of every man- shall have any right to inspect any and
on
continuously
supported
Mayor.
box in this vault pro"SERVICE COUNTS
a
Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little ner and kind, and the liabilities of account or book or document of the boards when horizontal.
Y
Waste
any person, firm, association or corporation, except as conferred by pipes from all fixtures shall be of Attest:
IDA V. MALONE, City Clerk.
board
in
or
the
either
authorized
or
corn
corporation,
statute
by
wholly
cast Iron or lead of the following June 28, 1922.
stops hurting,
i,tantly that
viding ample storage for
..then shortly you lift It right off part, and pay for the same in cash, nf directors or bv a resolution or sizes: For one wssh basin, 1
in.
COMMISSION
stock, or bonds of the corporation, the stockholders.
ORDINANCE
uwith fingers. Truly!
Each
batli
wash
tub,
pipe.
jewelry, valuable papers,
tray,
No. 117.
Tour druggist sells a tinybottle or otherwise.
To make, alter amend, ana re kitchen sink and urinal, 1
in.
bonds and other securiRcgulnr Auto Trips
Enter into, make, perform and sclnd the
An
. "Freeione
o'r the corporaOrdinance
for
the
for a few cents, sufProviding
For two bath tubs, two sinks or
From City to Springs
Rules and Regulations Governficient to remove every hard corn, carry out contracts of every kind, tion, to fix, determine, from time fixtures requiring equivalent drain- to
which
have
ties,
be
you
Dur-hnto
to time and vary the amount
ing the Installation of the
jwft corn, or corn between the toes, and for any lawful purpose with
For three
ago. 1 V in. waste
any person, urm, association or reserved as working capital, to de of the above, 2 in.pipes.
111(9 CCLliUBCIf,
W1UUUI BUI
System of Plumbing.
access at all times during
pipe; for more Be
Declaratne
It Ordained by the City Comr irrltatlor.
corporation.
times
lor
the
termine
than three, 3 in. pipe; for three
'
Issue bonds, debentures or obli- tion and payment and the amount wash
mission
of
of
business hours.
the
AlbuquerCity
1U
for
basins.
six wash
in.;
FRIEND RECOMMENDED gations of the corporation, and at of each dividend on tne stocK, in basins, 2 inches; for more than six. que, that:
the option of the corporation, to determine and direct the use and 3 inches; for one
The system known as the DurTHEM
slop sink the
Special Trips on Application.
.
by mortgage, disposition of any surplus or net waste must be 2 inches. No flxtv.ie ham system of plumbing may be
. oia ycaia nAU, nuico
ii, secure the same
Fare $7 One Way.
pledge, deed of trust or otherwise. profits, and to authorize and cause pipe will be connected with any installed provided it is installed unChadwell, Stanley Va.. "I had
Acquire, hold, use, sell, assign, to be executed mortgages and liens watercloset traps either below or der the following specifications:
trouble, and at times was
Information Apply
For
Further
PHONE 30
All
to raise myself In bed. Foley lease, grant licenses In respect of, upon the rea and personal prop- above the water line. They must
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or
ration, or any debentures, bonds
Sec. 5. At any time that the In
and shall have power
they must connect with the main
personal, be decreed the sole and other
securities or the corporation, authorize the seal of the corpora- stack,
otherwise they must be car spector may require it, -no fittings
absolute property of plaintiff, and or in or
or
all
to
papers
formation
the
about
affixed
tion to be
ried through the roof, the same as shall be screwed into tn- pipe un; be given custody of
their three
of the corporation, or in the which may require it.
the main stack. They will not be til the inspector is satisfied that all
minor children on the grounds of
Be
the
and
of its business.
The board of directors
combined lower than three feet ends of the pipe nave Been reamea.
cruel and
Inhuman treatment, conduct
and
except
to
view
shall,
the
With a
two
working
C.
Sec.
executive committee
all
In
buildings
floor.
above
Vent
the
cannot
'abandonment and
pipes
85c
of the properties of as otherwise provided by law, have connect
with the main stack lower stories and over, all stacks and
And you are further notified that development
and to effectuate, power to act in the following man- than three
wastes shall be provided with exabove
unless you enter or cause to be en- the corporation,
the
of
feet
floor
directly or indirectly, its objects ner, viz: a resolution in writing, the highest fixtures, except water-close- pansion Joints to take care ot the
tered your appearance in said cause and
approved
purposes, or any of them, the signed as affirmatively
where a separate line of temperature strains.
on or before the fourteenth day of
may, in the discretion by all the members of the board ot waste pipe runs from
Sec. 7: All ordinances or parts
sewer to roof
August, A. D. 1922. Judgment will corporation
of
to
members
time
time
from
all
of
nr
the
the
hv
directors,
of ordinances in conflict with this
or
vents
back
into
another
be rendered In said cause against
stack,
carrv on any other lawful business, the executive or other committee, and the
'
you by default and the relief prayed
trap is placed Within two ordinance are hereby repealed and
to any and thereafter wun
manufacturing or otherwise,
feet of said waste pipe, it will n t this ordinance Is hereby declared
for will be granted.
uninserted
not
manner
extent
in
and
any
signatures
ordinance on the
an emergency
' The name of the plaintiffs attorwith duplicated
be necessary to crown-vethe
lawful.
In the recorded minutes and pron- trap. Vent pipes shall be of eithar ground of urgent publlo need and
ney Is John W. Wilson, whose post- The corporation
flo.fl shall be deemed to be cast iron, ' lead or galvanized shall become effective at once upon
may conduct
i Office address is Albuquerque. N. M.
Mexico
New
of
state
in
business
the
action by such board or such to the wrought iron, with galvanized fitt- Its passage and five days after
l (Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
of the
as the case may be
&
'
Clerk. and elsewhere, including any or
McClcllan vents and me legal publication.
de- extent therein expressed, with tne ings.
states, territories, colonies,
W. R. WALTON,
chanical
are prohibited. Caps (Seal)
i By HARRY F. LEE. Deputy.
the
of the United States,
effect as if the same on top oftraps
and
-force
Commission and
same
pendencies
Chairman
City
vent
are
allownot
MORNING JOURNAL, Albuquerque, N. M.:
pipes
State of New Mexico, State Corpo- -' District of Columbia, and any and had been duty passed by the same
Mayor.
of New Mex- -' all
one or vote at a regularly convened meet- - able. Soil or vent pipes cannot be Attest:
i ration Commission
have
countries,
foreign
'' lco. Certificate of Comparison. more offices therein, and therein
connected with chimney flues.
Please mail Daily and Sunday Journal to address below for
IDA V. MALONE. City Clerk.
basins may be connected to
United States of America, State of to hold,, purchase, mortgage
and '"f iibject to the foregoing provisions Winree
June 28. 1922,
in. vent pipe.
m
New Mexico, ss. .
and
real
property
preserve
personal
may
the
Three bath tubs may be connect
COMMISSION ORDINANCE
I : It Is Herebv Certified, that the convey
....
.weeks. Enclosed find remittance of $.
except as and when forbidden by number of directors to constitute ed to 1V4 in. vent pipe.
No. 118.
annexed Is a full, true and com- local laws.
t their meeting, and
,
Two
be connected to An, Ordinance Changing the Regusinks
may
Certificate
of
the
a
than
be
shall
less
clauses
be
The foregoing
plete transcript
number may
I h in. vent pipe.
lar Meeting Night of This ComJ of Incorporation of The White Pine construed both as objects and such
numuc.
Address
Name ,
maiority of tne wnoia reserves
mission from Each Wednesday
may be connected to
I Lumber Company (No. 11427) with powers, but no recitation, expresthe Five basins
corporation
The
or ito in. vent pipe.
Night to Each Tuesday Night.
tbe endorsements thereon, as same sion or declaration of specific or
change
alter,
to
amend,
One
may be con Be It Ordained by the City Comin
appears on file and of record in the special powers or purposes herein right
Postoffice
repeal any provision contained
v. .v.
nected to 2 in. vent pipe.
mission of Albuquerque:
of the State Corporation enumerated shall be deemed to be this
;. office
certificate in the manner now
closets
Three
be
connected
'i' Commission.
Section 1. The regular meeting
may
but it is hereby expressly or hereafter prescribed by tatute to 2 in. vent
exclusive;
of the City Commission of the City
pipe.
In Testimony Whereef, the State declared that all other lawful for the amendment of the certifi
One bath closet-basin
may be of Albuquerque shall be held In the
.'; uorporauon
uiiiiiudwvu "i
not inconsistent therewith cate of incorporation.
powers
2
to
vent
connected
in.
pipe.
city hall on each Tuesday night of
we have
State of Npw Mexico nas causea are hereby Included.
In Witness Whereof, and
F Traps. All fixtures connect- each week, unless otherwise order-ere- d
seals
Authorized.
lis certificate to oe signed ny ushands
our
set
Capital
hereunto
ed with the drainage system must
by the- Chairman of the City
halrman and the seal of said Com4. The corporation is authorized
oay ui
this twenty-secon- a
be trapped.
The traps shall be ot Albuquerque, and the hour pf
Give Your Albuquerque Address Here.
isslon to be affixed at tne city or to issue capital stock to the extent 1922- .
as
as
located
n
to
the
twenty-seve,e..
possible
closely
meeting will be at 7:30 p. m.
nta Fe on this
of
v,ew
One Million Five Hundred
G. A. J'UtVJ.U'rw.
In
no
or
and
case
shall
ordinances
AH
2.
the
fixtures,
Sec.
parts
1922.
D.
1 of June. A.
G. E. BREECE, (Seal)
Thousand ($1,600,000.00) Dollars,
No..
Street Phone.
trap be more than two feet from of ordinances In conflict with thlv
B. MONToTA,
jv,
leal)
divided into Fifteen Thousand
F. H. PORTER. (Seal) the
fixtures. They must be self- - ordinance are hereby repealed, and
Chairman.
teat:
of
value
the
of
shares
New
Mexico,
"
county
par
(15,000)
State of
Icleaning and have a rass or nickle this ordinance is hereby declared
Do you wish paper discontinued at . Albuquerque address during
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
One Hundred ($100.00) Dollars
Bernalillo, ss.
ordinance on the
of cleanout on the under side at least an emergency
day
each.
twentysecond
On
this
one Inch in diameter, and made ground of urgent publlo need and
feRTIFICATE
OF INCORPORA- me
Subscribed.
perCapital
June, A.' D. 1922, before
No. . . . .". .. V
water tight. All bath tubs must shall become effective at once upon
your absence? Yes, ,l.
,
ION OF THE WMITJS I'lINE
8. The capital stock with which sonally appeared G. A. Porter, G.
a four-inc- h
lead drum tap Its passage and five days after
JJMBER COMPANY.
the corporation shall commence E.' Breece and F. H. Porter, to me have
three-inc- h
with
least
a
at
cleanout
oraer
m
to
legal publication.
the undersigned,
business is subscribed by the incor- known to be the persons described flush with floor and made
air tight (Seal)
W. R. WALTON,
i a corporation for the pur- - porators, as follows:
In and who executed the foregoing with threaded
said top must Chairman City Commission and
screw,
that
No. of
iss hereinafter stated, under and
and
acknowledged
Instrument,
be
said
vent
and
must
rise
vented,
act
Mayor.
tsuant to the provisions of an
Name
She res Amount they executed the same as their at leaBt one Inch to each
foot, and Attest:
170
$17,000.00 free act and deed.
the legislative assembly of the O. A. Porter
.
not larger in tne bore than the
IDA V. MALONE. City Clerk.
of New Mexico, entitled: "An Q. E. Breece
170
In Witness Whereof, I have here- - waste pipe with which
17,000.00
they are at- - June, 28. 1922.
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MOTHER CONVICTED IN FRENCH COURT
BUT DAUGHTER IS ACQUITTED OF MURDER

WILLING

SHANTUNG AREA
Will Restore Province With

out Reservations; Asks
Free Zone for Foreigners
1

at

Tsmgtao.

i Peking, June

8

it

12 GREATEST
WOMEN SOUGHT
IN I. S. NOW

CHIM

GIVE

TO

i
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Negotiations
lopened here today between representatives of China, and Japan tofulfill the provision of the Shantunsr treaty signed at Washington.
TTntanll Debutchi. of the Japanese
delegation, declared that Japan in
tends to restore Shantung 10 unra
without reservations. In opening the first session of
the negotiations, which are expected to last severa.1 months, C. T.
Wars', formerly speaker of the senate of the Bouth China parliament,
and chairman of the Shantung rehabilitation committee, said on be
half of China that th "proceedings
would be conducted in the spirit of
the .Washington conference." He
asserted 'that' the meetings at
Washington had started Chinarela-on
a new era '"of International
'
tion.
iteplying for Japan, Mr. Debutchi said that It was the
of his government to fulfill
the terms of the treaty it had signed at Washington literally, arid
that the restoration of Shantung
would be accomplished
without
any reservations.
' Japan, under the guidance of
Premier Kato, who was a delegate
to the Washington conference, ex
pects to develop the most cordial
relations with China, Mr. De
butchi concluded.
V Torlklchl Obata, Japanese mlnis- '' tsr to China, who headed the To
kio delegation, asked that a free
sone for foreigners be established
at Tslngtao under administration
of the Chinese customs and this re
quest the Chinese delegates prom
Jsed to consider.
29.

competing, but Mrs. C. C. Calhoun,
president of the organization, has
given out a list of her favorite
heroines which includes Mary, the
mother of Jesus; Ruth, Cleopatra,
Joan of Arc, Jennv
Llnd, Mary
Ball, the mother of Washington
and Queen Elizabeth.
Each name in a list submlttel
for this contest must be accompanied by a description of the charace
or more words.
Is ter in twenty-fivWe are told further that the con-

BY FREDERIC J. HASKIX,
It
Washington, June 29.
ladles' day in the halls of fame.
'
1
t
The League of Women Voters is
earnestly trying to compile, a list
of the twelve greatest living American women lor the benefit of a
waiting Chilean public.
At the same time the Woman's
Universal Alliance is busily engaged
in scouting out the famous feminine
dead. The alliance wants to know
the twenty-fiv- e
greatest women of
.jM
world history. Statues of them are
to be erected In the Women's Hall
of Fame that the alliance is to
build in this city. This organization is also trying to 'ind out the
twenty-fiv- e
greatest women of each
Left to right, Mme. Besserabe, gendarme, and madame's daughter,
state so that columns about the hall
Mile. Jacques.
of fame can bear their names.
Mme'. Besserabe has been sentenced to twenty years at hard labor These women must be dead, too.
from that, any American
for the murder of her husband after the most famous woman's trial in Aside
is eligible for the list.
France since that of Mme. StenheiL Jhe photo was taken as the jury, woman
Both
organizations have invited
in
of
verdict
its
'
guilty. v ,
brought
the public to help them make a
wise selection of names for their
particular purpose, and answers
have begun to pour in.

and 1 can almost put my hand on
the spot It will happen," was another remark the witness said the
defendant made. Mrs. Obenchaln
also declared on August 1, Mrs.
Bailiff testified: "I can just picture myself sitting in Jail." This
was four days before the slaying
of. Kennedy.

testants must be over 16 years old;
that .nen as well as women may
try for the prize, and tnat tne con-

rz ,

test closes

August 1.
if you have a neg

Evidently

lected heroine, living or dead, now
la the time to strike a blow for her
right to fame. Only remember, If
she is dead she will have to com
pete with Helen of Troy, Joan oi

Pocahontas, and all the rest
of the world's accepted heroines.
If she is living measure her up to
the samples of modern American
fame mentioned in this story.
Arc,

vis-
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DEATH,

Aiorlt(d Frr .)
Los Angeles, Calif., June 29.
The story of a dream which Mrs.

e

.

.

VAPnHlin
Ytarlr

Ow 17 Million Jan

Journal Want Ads Bring Results.
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Vmtd

at Clearance Prices
ORGANDIES
DOTTED SWISSES
-

-

VOILES

Madalynne Obenchaln was alleged
to have said meant J. Belton KenAt the headquarters or tne
was going to die was repeated
League of Women Voters they ad- nedy
in
mit that they are not much nearer today by Mrs. Mary A. Bailiff
a solution of their pfiblem than the trial of Mrs. Obenchaln for the
Mrs. Bailiff
when the question was first pro- murder of Kennedy.
pounded. The Chilean senorita, testified concerning the dream at
certainly the two trials of Arthur C. Burch,
Graciola
Mandujano,
started something when she casIn the case.
Wood
Park,
Mrs.
Maud
(SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE TO MORNING JOURNAL)
asked
Mrs. Bailiff said she met Mrs.
are not apt to fool around with ually
Tjih Cruces. N. M-- . June i9.
of the league, for a doz n Obenchaln in a Los
president
Angeles "beau
unripe grapes."
names of the greatest American- ty
Honey bees intoxicated by
parlor ' in the spring or last
scientific
of
the
several
magwrite
to
Finally
She
wanted
mead, swarming in the sharps at State College discovered nina tnrlns about them for her year and saw her again mere on
ocbelfry of a mission style building that a hive of bees containing 80 people, the senorita explained. Mrs. July 25. It was onthethe latter Mrs.
dream,
owned by the Francis B. Lester pounds of honey had been knocked PnrV rfncldRi! that she needed help. casion she related
Mrs. Oben
.company at Mesilla Park, the other into a pool of water formed by Her casual selection might leave Bailiff testified, and
said: "It t means Belton is
day, attracted a large garnering oi leakage from an Irrigation ditch. out women who would be of great-a- t chaln to
cool,
die."
residents of the town and summer The honey and water fermented
intarMt to fioih America. So going
The witness asserted that Mrs.
students at the New Mexico Col- and analysis showed that the the public was Informed of the sit
.a.... Obenchaln told her Kennedy had
lege of Agriculture and Mechanic liquid contained better than 10 uation and tne excitement
"broken faith" and deceived her,
HmiinH as F.xamnlcs.
Arts.
per cent alcohol.
"How do they get that way?"
ran
that the purpose for and had added: "I wonder how
"Honey and water fermented is
was the question asked by the called mead," said one of the inv,iv, h Hut is to be used must long he thinks he can play with a
big love like mine and get away
searchers for truth.
"The Encyclopedia guide the selection of the names
vestigators.
- tntsiv irrntRRt women of to- - with it."
According to Mr. Lester, who re- Brittanica says it was used by the
the
"I know Belton Is going to die,
to
Introduced
i b
cently set out a large acreage of Greeks and Romans In ancient a...
as inspir.
Mission grapes, the bees were .not times."
o,,v. imsricm women
is
Mesilla Park at least realizes ine examples. They are to Indicate,
attracted to his place by the fruit,
which Is green at present. "Beos more about "How doth the busy what American women are acniev-,
rvlce and talent
in search of a 'kick.' " he said, bee improve each shining hour."
One of Britain's greatest women
name of Helen Keller, which
The
scientists is Dr. Martha Whlteley,
in a number
has been mentioned
tn the league, proba
the Joint inventor of the famous S.
K. tear-gain the
which proved one of
bly will not be included
the most effective weapons of the
selection. Miss Keller has
final
allies In the world war.
been an Inspiration id
of the handicapped, but In so brief No matter how thin
is
you may be you
By WALT MASON,
Hut the appeal oi eai;u
nraferablv be to a wider should try Ironized Yeast which thou.t,nl
L
ot tieonle. Miss Keller's sands of thin folks have taken with
be a startling results, many gaining 5 pounds
to eat, that we think spoiled by teacher, Mrs. Sullivan, might wornCIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.
- on the
very first package!
;
weevil! We should not Judge, with more helpful example for the
re
rv,na
The
I he reason Ironized
Daiienuts,
of
nose
man
is
cries
man
the
who
"My
red,"
good
"Fudgel" the
of
and determination
Yeast brings such
Prices.no
said, "although I drink no liquor; who would uplift us, who's truly sourcefulness
Keller
v,
Miss
brought
who bravely would from sinamazing results is beand when I rise to preach to guys, good,courses
world.
the
everyday
into
cause it embodies the
ful
shift us. Although his back
they look at me and snicker. My
tt u interesting to note the per
is wild and weird, although
newscientific process
beak is pink, but not from drink; beard
use.
enters into the lists
bias
that
are
his
he
pants
may
.nnl
bagging,
of ironization-whi- ch
yet
it comes from scarlet fever; I sip
letters
pring some goodly thing to keep .uhmttted. Most of the women
enables yeast to build
no drops distilled from hops, for rour
$1.98
educated
souls
from sagging.
are written by
flesh just twice as
drink is a deceiver. No beer or wine
to
be
impartial,
desire
olive oil
with every
no gin my
content
be
wets lips of mine,
quickly.
Why
T.t u ! rums ble to tell wun reus-of
with a scrawny, underIN
breath will tarnish. I'd rather die TAX COLLECTIONS
nnnhlH certainty whether a set
developed figurewhen it's
than lap up rye or other coffin
bo easy to build new firm
worn
club
a
o
UNUSUAL
n m os, was chosen by
JUNE REACH
And so I feel a helpful
varnish.
flesh? Get Ironized Yeast
of
artistic
one
or
an,- social worker,
V fromyourdruRgist today.
spiel from one who does no drinkTOTAL,
$351,054.75
tvno
m
'
from
liquid
h jay
ing might lead the boys
FREE TRIAL!
a
certain
to
Inevitable
is
all
set
This
them
and
Joys,
Ironized
Yeastfree
collec29.
Tax
Totry
inSanta Fe, June
extent, and the league is interested
But when I rise to urge, advise,
simply mail postcard for
still a lesson slowly, my crimson tions remitted to the state treasury in all of the angles on the fame
Famous
Test. Adbeak brings forth a shriek of mer- by the several couty treasurers question.
Scarcely any one perdress Ironized Yeast Co,
reached
all
of
none
the
will
June
month
And
hark
with
85, Atlanta, Ga.
familiar
Is
Dept.
riment
son
during
unholy.
sufficiently
?3 "Front Pkrfect OEves" ' when I embark In truthful explana- the unusually high total of
occupations to know ana compare
WOMEN'S Cf1IL
This amount has been the greatness of the leaders. A
tions; men cry, jocose. 'Go bleach
Ask Your Grocer
licease
wild
Treasurer
and
your
nose,
wnman doetor or scientist could
Deputy
apportioned
your
by
bations.' "How fearful 'tis, how Margaret Strong1 to the several in nomn at once half a dozen women
M. OSOFF, Manager.
Today
fierce, gee whir, this outward show stitutions and funds. The state who rank high in her own line of
ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW.
of evil! How often wheat is good roads fund will receive $70,210, work. But could you,
IRONIZED
GENUINELY
IS
while the current school fund will out of your store Of general knowl IHEONiyVEASX.THAI
receive $36,105.
of a
edge, reel oft the names
Institutions and other funds will jrreat woman doctor, politician,
receive the following: University, lawyer, poet, scientist, artist, busiAlbuquerque, $17,321; Arlgcultural ness woman, mother, and musiLas Cruces,
$22,878; cian? If you did, would another
college,
School of Mines, Socorro, $4,493; 'person of your own education
Military institute, Roswell, $9,362; agree with the list? Tet out of
Normal university, Las Vegas, a large number of names, written
' Canvas
new
$3.50
Cots,
Folding
$11,700; Normal school, Silver as broadmindedly as possible, the
City, $9,643; School for the Deaf League of Women Voters thinks it
Canvas Folding Cots, reclaimed
and Dumb, Santa Fe, $4,679; In will finally be able to arrive at
stitute for the blind, Alamogordo, an Intelligent summary of Ameri. . . .
$7.25
, 7x7 Wall tents, new
$6,926; Spanish-Americnormal, can womanhood.
$8.25
7x9 Wall tents, new
El Rito, $2,423; Miners' hospital,
The first to respond to the
for
the in- league's call for assistance have
Katon,
?9v; Asylum
. 8x10 Wall tents, new . .
sane, Las Vegas, $15,916; Reform been club women and women inschool, Springer, $3,745: Museum terested in politics. The outstand10x12 Wall tents, new .
..$12.00
of New Mexico, $4,679; Girls' Wel ing women in these fields figure
7x7 Palmetto tents, new
$5.75
fare board, $1,871; Department of prominently in the lists submitFubllo welfare, $7,488; Historical ted. Some are entirely composed
.75c
Khaki Riding Breeches, reclaimed
Society of New Mexico, $224; re- of leaders in women's movements.
habilitation, $937; salaries,
75c
The names of Mrs. Carrie ChapKhaki Riding Breches, reclaimed
charitable ihstitut!ons,$6,655; man Catt, Mrs. Thomas Winter,
. . .95c
Khaki shirts, new
Santa
Fe, $17,405. Mrs. Maud Wood Fark, and Mrs.
penitentiary,
capitol contingent expense, $3,745; Harriet Taylor Upton occur again
Army Russet Shoes, new
r..$4.75
vocational education, $4,443; leg and again.
.$4.75
islative expense, $4,869; predatory agreement in mentioning
Army Officers Shoes, new
great
animal and rodent control, $4,679; women in other fields. Thin is
.$3.50
'Army Rubber Hip boots, new
new
and
because
is
a
interest
politics
sinking funds, $18,251 strange
.50c
Army Canteens, reclaimed
venture for women, while they
and
nurses,
have been artists,
teachers for years. Yet not one
name
nurse's
has been mentioned,
or has any scientist been named,
one
and
woi&aa doctor, and
only
323 South" First Street
one educator.
'
Of the writers, Agnes Repplier,
Now Is the Time to Get Rid of Edith Wharton, Amy Lowell, AgThese Ugly Spots.
nes St. Vincent Millay, and Willa
for
There's no longer the slightest Gather have been named.
It is
need of feeling ashamed of your a commentary on the critical facfreckles; as Othine
renderdouble ulty of America "that other writstrength 1b guaranteed to re ers of a more popular style have
been mentioned more frequently
move these homely spots.
all
it
Simply get an ounce of Othine than these.
Few Actresses Proposed.
double strength
from any
a
few actresses have been
Only
druggist and apply a little of It
for
pronight and morning and you proposed:EthelMrs.. Flake, Julia MarMaude
JJarrymore,
should soon see that even the lowe,
worst freckles have begun to dis- Adams and Mary Fickford, and
the lighter ones Ruth St. Denis the only, dancer.
appear, while
have vanished entirely. It is sel- The names iof Violet Oakley, Ceof
dom that more than an ounce Is celia Beaux and Jessie Wilcox
needed to completely clear the Smith are put forth as women arof note.
Oil
skin and gain a beautiful clear tiste
Other nationally known women
complexion.
tnolude
Mrs.
Harding,
Be sure to ask for the double proposed
Mrs. Woodrow Wilson, Jane
strength Othine as this is sold
of
free
Ida
Julia
Tarbell,
Lathrop,
under guarantee of money back and Malla Mallory.
If it fails to remove freckles.
A member of the league comcrank-case- s
ments on the fact that no American
Children's $1.00 Gowns, 2 for
.$1.00
beauty has -been Included in tho
lists so far. "If this were a cen$1.00 Rompers, 2 for . ...
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TEST CASES SET.
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by the United
States Railroad Labor board.
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

if

PEACH.
It's a new two room frame
cottage vlth larea sleeping
porch located In north end of
town. Has cement foundation,
and Is plastered and wired.
Water In kitchen and ditch
water for garden. Yard Is nicely fenced and has several sheds
for chickens, rabbits, fuel, etc.
Lot is 60x148. The neatest little
home in city for H.850; on
terms.
A MTTLE

1921 by the International Xew
Registered U. S Patent Office.
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FOR SALE
In the Third ward we hava a

ARM

m

Real

v

and

.

210 W. Gold.

Phone

907--

ROBERTS-TURNE-

CO,
Phone 407.

R

818 W. Gold.

IXtilRAXCE

Fire insurance on buildings
and contents. Fire, theft and
accident insurance on automobiles. Hail and storm insurance
on youns; crops. Are you fully
We handle every
protected?
kind of Insurance.
NIVKRSITY IIEIGITTS.
General Agents for University
Addition.
Heights
srrowlnir
residence section of
the city; $10.00 down and
$10.00 per month.

f

Fastest

mu

r

U

r
FOR RENT
Five-roo-

stucoo,
furnished.

m

modern,
$60.00.

completely
Highlands,

cement block, commodern, unfurnished.

Five-roo- m

Owner Moved to Denver
INCOME PROPERTY
FOR

MONEY TO LOAN
We have several thousand dollars
to loan on business property.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH.

Fourth St.

120 S.

F01R

'

Phone

414.

SALE

Dieckmann

$5,000

Co,

Realty

GOOD BUY
new
Almost
Las Vegas pressed
brick, fiye rooms and sleeping
porch, screened front and back
floors, gas
porches, hardwood
and a big basement on a lot 6 Ox
142. The price is only $4,7fl0 with

Five-roowhit stucoo bungalow, modern, hardwood floors, fireplace,
furnace, cellar, sarage, oorner lot, fine

pebble

Eight-roo-

W. A. BETTS
kalso-mlnln-

g,

papering; and floor
in Albuquerque.
Phone

fln-igh- er

Two

First

Class

Saleswomen
PERMANENT
Good

POSITION

Salaries to Begin

With-Spie- ndid

it

For Sale, University Heights

503 West Copper.

modern house with
two extra rooms. One block off
Central on best street; furnished,
Four-roo-

$5,160.

REALTY SALES CO.
114 S. Second St.
Phone 669

Opportu-

nity for Advancement,

1694--

$1,750,00

ON TERMS
With $300.00 down and $30.00
per month including interest,
three-rooframe with city
water and lights, at 604 South
Ninth street.

new,

modern

furnished.
Bargain for
sale. Owner leaving city.
212 TALE.

home,
quick

m

1

Apply

a

S...

CITY

T

207

FOR

ApaienU

FOR RENT Cool, desirable apartment;
adu.lt, no sick. 818 West Roma.
FOR RENT Three rooms and bath!! 401
South Seventh, phone H44-J- ; olose In.
ONE SMALL and on
large furnished
. apartment,
with hot water. 1216 West
Roma.
FOR RENT Twe rooms and sleeping
porch; summer rates; modern. Phone
8128-FOR RENT New modern three-rooapartment; reasonable rent 411 West
Santa Fa.
FOR RENT Glassed sleeping porch,
kitchenette, connected with bath. 410
Bouth Edith.
Three-roo?OR
RENT
furnished
apartment, sleeping porch and bath.
625
South Arno.
FOR RENT Modern

REALTY.

W. Gold.

FOR
FOR SALE

CO,

Phone

667,

SALERouset
Two-roo-

porches.
Hatton's Store, nhonn
FOR 8ALK Five-roomodern house.
' 1t' Unlver"' Height.
2

9ib.tj

Phone
FOR SALE

It

a cosy home.
ior casn. owner

you want

519 mi

811 roon
modern pressed
.iuiii., m jvourm ward; ranch
Ignt Interest me. Phone 2148-R- .
UK SALE Three-roomodern furnished house:
RO.fnnt in
,tno
30 per month.
down,
1300 South Arno.
'
.
1
i,,
IT A
CI.
Ceninree
East
tint
tiomes.
wia
ver and
Unlvereity
fa,t nammona,
J.
824 East Silver.
Foil SALE Four-rooand bath, frame,
iu.e ,n nignianas, 82,600; easy terms.
Room 16. First National Rank
hmiilinr
FOR SALE OR RENT Modern
-- ..v.
Buoa
,ocanon,
tn; priced
to sell;vatu,owner leaving- - close
city. 1932-401 West Lead.
FOR SALE
By ownet, suouroan home,
four room
and sleeping porch, city
water, fruit trees, grap
arbor. Post- unice pox sis, cl, I.
SEE THIS Three-roocottage with
SleeDlna
FkRi 1?ALB
--

-

three and four-rooapartments, with bath; furnished.
14 West Coal.
'
FOR RENT Large room, with kltchen- -'
ett and sleeping porch, f 10 per month.
(MBDomn Arno.
Three-rooRENT
modern, nicely
apartment; very reasonable.
!FORWest Santa
Fe,
Bnrrh
RENT
Two furnished roomsTrw
priced right and terms.
1601 Virginia!
housekeeping; adults; no lck. boulevard, phon 1562-J- .
It - ! "M
Bouth
Second.
7
FOR SALE
mod-rHome, new
FOR RENT Apartment
and houses,
brick bungalow; screened
furnished or not. Phone 1521-J. porches, pressed
lawn,
See
tree.
flower,
owner,
8Z4
East Silver.
921 West Silver,
j. ammona,
phon 1949-M- .
FOR RENT Two-rooapartment; aleo OR SALE Just completed fin lame
for housekeeping; no alckl
four-roomodern nrease hHfir hn
no children, 808 North Fourth.
beautiful location in
Price
FOR RENT Furnished modern outside very reaeonable; terms. highlands.
Phone 1988-apartment;
bath.
Avarll! FOR SALE At
private
sacrifice, owner leaving
Apartments, 20814 North Beoond.
BIST: T1USI Bell In flVa dava- (nn.rn.in
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment, frame .ind four-rooframe, both new; on
three room and private bath.
l(Vt mi
lot vau mornings, igo North
norm pecnnq, Amuquerqua Hotel,
Third.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment and FOR SALE New two-roobouse, with
garage, In exchang
for board for
porch, plastered whit
above, Insld
young man. Call at once. 1590-and out; corner lot, 60x110; prlc for
FOR
RENT Three-roofurnished quick sale 11.450; term.
Inquire 1620
apartment; modern, 822. t0. 60 South North Seventh.
First. Inquire at Savoy Hotel office.
FOR SALE New some
ny owner; on
FOR RENT Two rooma and bath, fur824 Weil Oold: on
nished- for light housekeeping, porch 110 North
one four-roo110
Maple;
and trees, first floor, reasonable.
702 North Maple: term.
Call 821 Wast Bll
Worth Third.
ver, pnone l4-M- .
FO RENT Two-roofurnished apart FOR SALE By
owner, two-rooment; hot and cold water, light and
house, neat and clean; water
pnone paid; rent
reasonable.
421)
and electrlo lights, chicken house and
South Broadway.
wood shed. 1800 Virginia boulevard. Call
FOR RENT Modern
furnlahed apart- - at 1028 North Sixth,
phone 1600-ment, connecting with bath; private enfur
trance, front and back, 1008 North Seo- - FOR SALE By owner, two-roonished cottage with classed eleeninr
ond. phon 1826-end
screened
porch
front
Three-rooporch; city
FOR RENT
electric lights: lot 85x142: leaving
hot and cold water,and
apartment; modern;
will sucrlftc
for quick sale.
water. 411 Bouth Arno. Inquire Hi city
181
South Walter.
West Bllver, phon 678.
SALE Well-bui- lt
FOR RENT On large and on amall FOR
br nraotleal
7! cash, or best offer, buys
builder,
apartment furnished completely for
and glassed-i- n
housekeeping. Crane Apartments,
sleeping porch.
til
Electric and city water.
Th
North Seventh, phon 814.
bast In
town for hsalthseekers.
Palmer, 1822
FOR RENT Three-roo175S-South
High, phon
apartment with shower bath adjoining
also disappearing bed. Apply between I FOR SALE Direct from owner, beaiiti- and I p. m., too South Walter.
rul five-roopressed brick bungalow.
LINCOLN
APARTMENTS,
newly fur- Just completed; hardwood floor throughthree-roofir
two
and
out;
breakfast nook and all
nished,
place;
apartment,
'
In. built-i- n
hot and cold water; cool and do
feature; good location. 721
West Lead. Inquire Mr. Fred (Jnde- 812 South Third, phon 914-TOR RENT Thru large, cool room an man, 70 Bouti Tmrd.
"
classed sleeping porch, bath adjoining.
LOST AND FOUND
nicely furnished for housekeeping, neat
ana clean; aesiraci
summer looation, LOST
Waterman fountain pin; reward
1
Wast Coal.
for return to Journal oflc.
FOR RENT Modern four-rooapart- LOST A gold bowknot
pin, valuabla a
ment newly decorated, oak floors, fine
Keepsake; reward. Phon 108.
excellent location, near McClel- ' Jt shad,
lan narlr. verv reasonable. 411 West Mar- - LOST Small died female Sootrh collie
828 East
dog, return for reward.
Isy bit, ,irlon 14BI-Santa Fe,
jW wAn
in...
nvui. r.nn.ni.4.i.i
f.,Hi.i,.j
mi
n
VI Amu
I"
i,.y,.,.i, i,i,i.mu
silver Water
Lady'
sterling
apartment with sleeping porch, kitchen- - LOST
man's fountain pen. between University
KUU iTTHL
UMII
priVt BlIMWtUf
In A t hllfl U.miia
.: ha.. Inn.HAll
. ! VW RWtL nn t. w. c. A. Phone 424.
LOST Brown Boston
bag,' containing
J 220 North Hintn.
'
baby clothes and papers: finder pleas
.
FOR RENT Fu nisi.ed apartment, son
112, ask for Bert Skatelle, or
phon
T
rooma
four
to
venlent
aanatorlum;
Connie.
glassed-i- n
sleeping vorches, gas; on Bast
Central car line. Call 1821 Eaat Central. LOST June 27, catcher' glove, near St.
Paul' Lntheran church; finder pleas
'
or lee McMllllon A Wood, soon 141.
808 South Sixth,
return to th
FOR RENT July and August nicely or phone I20I--parsonage,
four-roomodern apartment
furnished
Ab Ann,, ti.wl AmanntttA. larva norchaa.
Houses
fin shads, excellent location near
411 West Marbl. phon
Clellan park;
modern
I
1451-house or apartment, rather elose In,
18
olean
unfurnished,
(bout
monthly;
1001
APARTMENTS
WASHINGTON
of the folks. Phon imo-West Central; location on
renT
To
WANTED
four or
of Albuquerque; every
' "beauty spots"
fuTRlskad
hous nr apnrtmsnt. with
apartment ha prlvat bath, electrlo rang
and all modern convenience, rnon s glassed-i- n sleeping porch, for six months
or longer. Address Box X., ear Journal,
J. D, EAUIN, proprietor, , .

nr.n .nl.u

V

r.
i

Wanted

wy1vCt1TcN.m.l

WANTED
rur xorm work.
Carpenters
long joo. ire transportation.
Employ,
ment office. 110 South Third.
WANTED
Salesman for new quick selling proposition; if you can deliver
address J. B., care Journal.
GET AUTO REPAIRING EXPERIENCE
this summer. Young Men' Christian
Association Auto School, Los Angeles.
WANTED
Blaoksmlth for our logging
camp, fifteen mllea southwest of Flagstaff; wagea 16.76 per day. no charge for
lodging, meal II per day. Addreaa Ariio-n- a
Lumber and Timber Company, Flagstaff, Arizona.
WANT agent to aell the best health and
accident Insurance In the world for
the money.
Largest company of Its
kind In America. Live agent make big
Roberts-Turnmoney.
Co., state agenta,
218 West Gold,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Female.
WANTED
Nurse maid. Apply Mra. R.
E. Putney, 1106 West Central.
WANTED Girl for general house work.
Call 1107 North Twelfth, phone 1161-WANTED
Laundress for family of two;
no sick; good wages. 124 8outh Arno.
WANTED Experienced Waitress.
Lib
erty Cafe. No. 1. 105 West Central.
WANTED Woman to work on ranch.
Call after 8 p. m.
801 West TIJeraa.
WANTED
La Esperansa
Laundress.
Hotel. Address Charles H. Clay, Jemea
springe, n. m.
Mnln and Female.
WANTED
Cook, man or woman, for th
upper Pecos, Apply this office.
PREPARE for a superior imsltun
y
attending our summer sessions. I.ini
vldual instruction rapid progress. 8fceo
lal summer rate. Western School
for
Private Secretaries.
Phone 001-- J.
WANTED
Man and woman for country
place; man (convalescent would do);
woman for general
very little work;
housekeeping; work for both extremely
light. Answer Country Place, Morning
Journal,

WANTED

Miscellaneous

FORRENT

Sewing machine, In good
condition. Call 1848-C volt and
CONTRACTORS
CEMENT
Pdro. 008 South Seventh.
on
co
WANTED
loan
Money
good first
mortgages. McMllllon at Wood.
TYPING and stenographic work to do at
homa; very reasonable. Call 1441-after 6 o'clock.
SEVERAL LOANS wanted on good real
estat security. Real Estate Exchange,
409 West Copper.
also (leaning kalsomlna
KALSOMINING;
work guaranteed. John
and paper,
Ooodeon. phone 684-HAVE several gilt-ad- g
first mort
gage loans. Who want tnemi sao- Million A Wood.
TRANSFER and ecavenger worlc done.
reaeonable rate. E. A. uritntn. Hi
East Iron, phone 1970-UPHOLSTERING, general furniture re
craft BBop,
pairing, packing. Th Art
888-828 North Third, phon
MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 116 Bouth
First, will pay th highest price for
clothing, (hoes and
your second-han- d
furniture. Phon 868.
WANTED
Will buy local real estat
mortgage If discount I mad attractive. J. A. Hammond, Realtor, Agent, 124
East Silver.
WANTED
Violin studsnte; private In
struction; rate reasonable. Start your
between 18
child now.
Phon 1777-to 8 p. m. J. B.
and I p. m., and
Pearea.
RUG CLEANERS
txll Rug Cleaned, tl.il.
U1TTPISIIIII, renovated. 12.(8 and BP1
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
.
li-Bedding Company, phon
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing.
Twice dallv aervice. Remember, satis
Bend your finishing
faction guaranteed.
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
A Hanna, Master Photographer.
ORCHSSi'RA AND BAND

r,

SCHOOL

TOU hav en orchestra or band Instrument end wish to learn to play
correctly and receive class Instruction
musical arithmetic,
In sight reading,
time. tone, tempo, scales, chords, tran
ensemble
and
playing, join our
posing
,.
achool now.
Fra it. aims, pnone

IF

FOR SALE OR TRADE
near

Franklin & Company,
Realtors.

224 West Gold Ave. Phone

fl57.

Albu- -

A

OPPORTUNITIES

Bath,

HOME

$10.00 Per
A

Better Grade $15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley

Lumber

WM, J, LEVERET!
Realtor.
Phone 110.
Third and Gold.

Albuquerque.

Miscellaneous

'&

Co.

New Mexico,

Furnace, full lot, east
front, shade, $5,500. Easy terms.
McMIIXION & WOOD,
Realtors.
200 W. Gold. Insurance. Loans.
lands,

Hudson speedster, excellent
condition; a bargain. Phone 148S-North Third.
FOR
SALE
OR
TRADE "Oldamoblle "
S
TRY, BODDi-MILK; BEST IN TOWN.
for Ford car. 614 South Broadway.
Phone 2411 R4.
5
Bulck touring ear;
SALE
FOR SALE Fireworks galore, at Mann's FOR
first-clas- s
n
condition.
Co.
Cash Store. Old Town.
city.
FOR SALE Roller canaries.
South
lis
FOR SALE Some extra ooa used cars;
Walter, phone 1607-Mclntoih Auto Co.. til
easy term.
FOR SALE
Ladles' bicycle in good con West
Copper.
mo
North Sixteenth.
dition,
TO TRADE Good building lot, in on of
FOR SALS Footed folding bed trays
the best cities In Illinois, for car.
for sick people. Phone 1B16-Phone 2148-FOR SALE New table vlctrola and FOH SALE
6
00;
Light Bulck.
records. Inquire at 1804 East Ce..tral.
Studebaker,
$250; flv- passenger uoage. in west Qold.
HOOFINO
EXPERT guaranteed work, phon 1884-- J.
FOR SALE Classiest triple speedster In
town nr Will
fnl ln.,ln. ak A n.
FOR SALE Standard
Rotary sewing
Mann's Gardens.
ply
new.
Sec612
almost
North
machine,
ond.
FOR SALE
New
Jordan
Good upright piano, cheap
FOR SALE
touring car, factory guarantee; make
for cash. . Call Immediately at 114 us an offer. Hoover Motor Co., 41J West
West Gold. Copper.
"
Six-hoGET CAR MAPPT
FOR SALE
coal range, without
water front; will sell cheap. 801 South 1918 GRANT, good condition,
tires,
vn
new
1324
Edith,
bargain price.
battery;
1737-0
FOR SALE
Winchester repeating North Second, phone
To exchange porfl touring,
rifle; perfect condition. 814 14 North WANTED
1021, for larger
car,
Eighth.
new nr used. What have you?
FOR SALE
50 either
Edison
phonograph,
cash; good terms to right party. 218 Joseph F. Tondre, Los Liimi, N. M.
FOR SALE
Auto parts to one hundred
South Broadway.
different makes and model car; largest
FOR SALE
Mounted deer head, beautiful
In southwest.
Auto
of
stock
used
specimen, large antlers. S07 Stanford, Salvage Co., Hitparts
West Ban Antonio street.
University Heights.
El Vaso, Texas.
FOR SALE
Three bolts green burlap,
suitable for interior walls. Address
DRIVERI.ES3 FORD CO.
J. K., care Journal.
FORDS FOR RENT Rates 15o per mile,
One fireproof safe, practl-call- y
FOR SALE
21 per hour minimum,
special rates
new; very cheap. Call M. W. week days. Ask for them; itao auto ro
Woodllff, Sturges Hotel.
pairing. 121 North Third, phono 680.
20 POUNDS
cherrlea, postpaid to Albuquerque, 1.76. W. F. Wood, box, 866, ALBUQUERQUE
AUTO WRECKING CO,
Farmlngton, New Mexico.
New and Used
REPLACEMENT PARTS
FOR SALE
Collapsible sulky with hood,
In Stock for All Can:
10; also push cart, 12.60. Phone 1140,
ALL part
tested before leaving shop.
or call 1824 West Central.
electrical parts, tops, oodles,
Radiators,
ORDER CHERRIES and" raspberries In
Ignition sets, springs, etc.
horns,
lights,
209
advance. Cherry Blossom Ranch,
carried
for 22 makes of cars. Nsw
Parts
East Trumbull, phone 1032-axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears
SALE
Black currents for making carried for all cars. Keep us In mind.
jellies, pies, preserves and Jams. Bent- - NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
n Ranch, phon 2417-Kfrom 1 to I
HOUSE.
5
Phone 434.
West Central.
morning, 12 to 1 and I to 9 nights.
816
and
all
5
up;
makes,
TYPEWRITERS,
SAVE
per cent on dlBmanllea
13 per month.
Albuquerque Typewriter
parts, tires, batteries, springs, wneen.Exchange, 122 South Fourth.
hearings, rims, fenders, electrical equipdrive
frOR SALE
Heavy black enamel porch mant mrnlni erears.a exlea andline
of
swing; also singer sewing machine, in shafs, rtdlators, eto.i all oomplet wniys-Knighmoaei;
good condition. 710 West Lead.
parts for Overland,
: Bulck.
4: Btudebaker,
4.
.
and
FOR BATE Used tractors,
Chalmers. Reo 4: Paige, 4; Overland,
with gang plows.
Hardware 4. : at HuDmoblle.
Maxwell,
pleasure
Department, J, Korber A Company.
B. ; Mitcneii,
and trucks; Chevrolet, 4W-FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot
A complete line new ring
: Saxon.
.
tage cheese: also fresh m Ik In gallon geara, pinions and transmission gears
lots.
Swayne'a Dairy, phone 191R-suuivu
and axle eliart ror any car.
FOR SALE
Piano and player piano; Auto Co., 111-1- 6 West Popper.
pra-wueo.
pnon
los.
t.
vaiua.
WHEN IN NEKD OF
Learnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
TIRKB, rims, carburetors, spring, msgFOR SALE Standard mak used player
net os generator,, wneeis, gears,
pianos, In A- -l condition; will soli at bearings, horns, accessories
bargain on easy payment plan, Phon
COMB TO PARTS HBAWiUAniii.
14U'J-THE

Fn

SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen inateps: cures all toot
troubles, 81. Planter Arch Supports. Thos.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
ASBESTOS
PAINT
r )OD for all kinds ROOF
of roofs, 11 par gallon.
Th Manzano Co., 110 South
Walnut, phon 1884-Try a built up
roof; will laat as long as the punning.
USE EFFECTO ADTO TOP and seat
dressing. Effeotu Auto Enamel, Vais- par. Valapar Enamel on automobile.
Hometed
Print.
Plymouth Cottax
Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement, Sat
isfaction assured. Thoa, tr. Keiener i.ea,n
Co.. 45 Wet. Centra,.
Tbone 1067-FOR SALE
(By Cha. Mann), show
casea, scales, copying
press, Oliver
typewriter, Dalton adding machine, three
H. P. electric motor, four H. P. gasoline
engine, sanitary slicing machine, coffee
mill, twelve-liggasoline system, two
box springs nd two cows
ELECTRIC HOT PLATES. TWO
BURNERS, FOR ALL KINDS OF
AND SERV.
COOKING.
ECONOMICAL
ICHABLB.
LOWEST PRICE EVER
SATKNOWN ON ELECTRIC STOVE.
ISFACTION
GUARANTEED. PHONE
1629-FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION,
GEO. C. ALBRIGHT, DISTRIBUTOR,
118 HARVARD
AVENUE.

Poultry-Ei- r

s

n i
J
ri i.fi.r
SALE Chicken to fry, 76o. n,114
south Walter, phone 1425-BUFF
RFINOTON egg for hatching;
Diu
ribbon winner. Phone 1472-618 West Fruit,
FOR SALE On account of making room
for young dock, will sell fifty young
Phon 2408-Rlaying nens. cheap.
FOR
SALE Ten Ancona hens and
S.
C.
R.
Red
I,
twenty
hens; also two
male birds; finest stock. 228 Stanford
avenue, University Height.
AFTER July 1,'ln order to mak room
for young Mock, will aell at bargain
price, fifty 8. C R. 1. dad hens; also
few male birds; finest stockl great lay
er, u. sr. nay, sio norm rtign.

FOR

WANTED
Ranch property
in trade, for fin nin-ooQuerqu
FOR KENT Ranches
home, wall located. Address H. B,- N
oar journey
FOR LEASE 110 acres of good mountain
El Paao homa; paved street,
grasing and sgrlcutural land; good
ton gaahg; lat residential section. grass and winter protection: good four-roohouse; lto an acre per year. Call
Trad for llbuquerqu property or mort- at 1107 Virginia boulevard. ,
gage notAFnon( J4t-- j

Phone

CHOICR
RESIDENCE!
BUSINESS PROPERTY.
INESS OPPORTUNITIES
RANCHES

BUSINESS

ik

lFir

407

five-roo-

AND
BUS-

AND

PHONIV

714--

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Rooms

Furnished room. 822 South
Seventh, phone 729-FOR RENT Several unfurnished rooms.
124 South Edith.
FOR RENT Pleasant furnished room.
124 Bouth Walter.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; no chll-dre110 South Walnut.
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick; no
414 West Silver.
children.
FOR KENT Furnished room and aleep-In- g
porch. 828 South Third.
FOR RENT Airy, well furnished sleep-In- g
room. 1026 West Central.
LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
private bath. 1211 West Roma.
FOR
RENT Furnished
room
with
415 North Second.
kitchenette.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
room, close In. 817 South Third.
FOR RENT Room
near
and porch,
boarding hcuse. 203 North Edith.
FOR RENT One furnlahed room for gentleman; also garage. 704 West Coal.
FOR KENT Two furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. R17 West Silver.
FOR
RENT Pleasant
houeekeeplng
rooms, near sanatorium. Phone 1328-FOR HENT Shaded front room, ground
09 Weet Fruit,
floor. Phone 20,2-- J
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms with
cool.
Phone 1727-very
bath;
private
FOR RENT Two large airy front rooms
and porch; all modern. 208 Bouth Arno.
FOR RENT Rooms for light housekeep-ln218 South Walter. Phone 1667-- J
FOR RENT Nice, mean sleeping and
housekeeping rooms. 121 H North Third.
room with or
FOR RENT Furnished
without housekeeping. (11 North Seo- RENT

Two

furnished

rooms for
423 West

Iron.
FOR

RENT Furnished room In private
home; no sick. 701 West Slate, phone

13t6-V-

v

RENT Three rooms with sleeping
furnished for housekeeping.
porch;
North Edith.
FOR RENT Furnished two small rooms
and kitchenette; grcrund floor; no children. 415 West Lead
ouv-sFOR
RENT Nice
sleeping
tooma.
111,
Albuquerque Hotel,
North Second.
FOR RENT Two furnished housekeeping
rooms, with sleeping porcn; no cnu- dren. 1103 South Edith.
FOR RENT Furnished, two small mod
ern housekeeping rooms; no sick; no
WB HAVB SALVAGED TO DATEchildren. 723 South Edith.
FOLLOWINO MARKS ur -- Arvn;
nulck CJ4. C2S. DI5. DBS: Csdlllac, IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
Chevrolet 490. FB,
Chalmers, Chandler,
rate by day or week. Over pastime
'
t,
Dodge, Dort,
Bab, Grand:
MaxwelL Mitch- Theater, IHH West Central.
K.
SO.
H.
N.;
Ford, Hup
Saxon
LINCOLN APARTMENTS, newly furnish
ell Old I. Overland, every model;
ed rooms: hot water, cool and close In.
.
4 and e; studeDaKer f ana
813 South Third, phone E14-very model.
If you don't sea juwt ear tn the b0T FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
rooms ,n modern home. Apply Air.
list, remember,
LATHI IJODBL Fred Hamm, 828 North Second.
VJ3 ARB SALVAGING
CAMS UiVrtl
RENT One well furnished house
FOR
In addition to th largest stock of used
keeping room, close In; reasonable rent;
tate, we oarry a
parts in th
no
tick; no children. 800 West Iron.
line of NEW gears, drive shafts,
and
ails ahaft and general acceorl, for ELCIN HOTEL Steeptnf" rooms
ev-r- y
car.
housekeeping apartments, by th day.
.
week or month, 50214 West Central.
OUR PRICES ARB TIUU I.unMii
VIADUCT GARAOBJ.
FOR 11KNT iFurnlshed rooms with sleop- tOO SOUTH SECOND.
lng porch for light housekeeping; water
in
house
the
Largeat prta
and light furnished. 710 West Lead.
FOR RENT Front room, well furnished,
KOR SAL--Fuinrnt- Mre
adjoining bath, uae of phone, close In;
Davenportyin one or two gentlemen. 703 Weet Silver.
FOR "SALE Over-sufEdith.
apart
FOR RENT Furnished three-roomulberry velour. Ill South
ment, good location, ground floor, close
FURNITURE" REPAIRING and upholster
no sick, ion west
ing. Phons sis W. Ervln neooing wo. In; reasonable rent;
anfl one Iron.
double bed
FOP SALE On
child' bed, both complete, cheap, tli FOR RENT Clean bad room, excellent
ventilation, prlvat entrance, teiepnone,
South Arno.
hot water; employed party. S04 North
FOR SALE Dining tables, i.60; chairs,
bad, com-m.- Walter.
6; thrse-quart$1 35; tuds,
RENT Two rooms and bath, fursit !!!;' arlrl'a blcvcl. (IB; wicker FOB.
nished for light houaekeeplng, porch
baby carriage, refrigerator, d re ealng table,
703
and tree, first floor, reaeonable.
I13.B0; only complete sioca di
North Third.
ture in city, t.i Bouth First.
Two newly furnished light
Din- FOR RENT
Used furniture:
SALI.
FOR
housekeeping rooms, . modern, ground
bed,
o
ing tatile, 311.76; chairs, 11.76;
no sick; no children.
clos
In;
floor,
tU,7t;
bed,
spring mattress,
19.00; single
Iron.
table,
,.hir,,nir lit. 00: Ivorv dressing wicker
nir.NT burnished light housekeep
118.50: mahogany rocker, 15.60:
er Ins; room, also eleeplng room; gaa, bath,
chair, 114.00; wicker rocr, 8.7I leath
no cnnuren, u
er rocker, 7.60. Call at American sup phone; well people,
Postofflc. 410 West Oold.
nlture Company, 121 South Second.
FOH RENT Eiclusive, well furnished
DRESSMAKING
room, with larg
leplng porch, hot
and hath; centrally located.
o eatlna. Williams' Mil water heat
HEMSTITCHING
1744-coa,
zi
west
Phone
-j
llnery, to Bouth Brnsdway. pn. 777FOR RENT Cool, quiet bed room, with
WANTED
Sewing, by the day or at
in
shower
bath,
running water,
1
East Santa Fa, phone
home.
prlvat home; garage; no sick.
1430-M- .
Call 11 Wea Cal.
Phone 110J-aide end boa OCCIDENTAL
pi.RATINO. accordion,
outside
All
tlOTEu
North
S16
N. Crane,
mall order.
room and new furniture, furnished or
Seventh, Crane Apartinsnts. phon 114. unfurnished
apartments; also sleeping
FOR PLAIN OR FANCY SEWING at rooma at $4 to 17 per week; hot ana
reasonable rate, with Quick servlo and col water In each room; new manageCall at HOD ment. 323 H Bast CtntraU W. F, Earnett,
satisfaction guaranteed.
163J-J- ,
South High.
phon
J
FOH
100

ui.

tt.

Wt

v,

Phone

PROFESSIONAL

407.

CARDS

A'l'MIHNKsls.

..........

J.

light housekeeping; no sick.

CO,

R

Gold.

V.

JOHN W. WILSON,
,
Attorney.
Ttooms
17
19,
Cromwell
and
Building!,
II,
I Can Save Ton Money on lour
Phon 115J-Building and Repairing
PHYSICIANS AM) MljKlF,ONR.
BECAUSE
X
do the work myself. I have no lilt. S. JU UIKTON,
Disease ot tnm Stomach.
overhead expenses. Phone me and
Harnett Building.
Suite.
save money.
BB. 8. V. CLARKE,
J. L. DURIJNG,
Nose
and Throat.
Eye, Far,
100S-- J
riione
Phone IM.
Barnett Building.
Office Hour
t to 11 a. m.. and 2 to p. ra.

FOR RENT

ond.
FOR

218

LOTS

We have many excellent propositions in close-i- n
business
and apartment sites.
ROBERTS- - TURNER CO.

C, M, BARBER

BIT

tri.

CO.

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

218 West Gold.

ROBERTS-TURNE-

FOR SALE

SOFT

Realtor.
Third and Gold.

$2,950.

Part cash.
room brick, Highlands. Bath,
Bleeping porch, garage. Corner
lot, $4,700. Terms.
Five room brick, close In, High-

Five new five and
brick bungalows on East CenPrices
tral. Ideal location.
right. Terms to suit buyer.

AUTOMOBILES

FOR BALE Piano, cheap. Thone 1561-FOR KALE Double ait work harness.

floors,

Wm, J, Leverett,

Six

Load

Uan'd

hardwood

and $10.00 per month,

rhono 110.

CO.

NEW FIVE ROOM
with
bath and hardwood
floors
throughout,
up on
elevation. Easy terms.
NEW FOUR ROOM
$3,260
modern with S. porch and
garage. W. side.
SURE GOOD FIVE
$3,750
room, modern with R. porch,
garage, shade and lawn. A- -l
east side location.
NEW FOUR ROOM
$4,250
modern adobe, plastered, h.
w. floors throughout, glassed-i- n
s. porch. Select elevation
location.
SURE
$4,750
GOOD
FIVE
room modern with fireplace
and sleeping porch, finished
In Old English, a real home,
west side.
NEW HIGHLY MOD-er- n
$5,000
brick, hardwood
floors
throughout,
mantel, S, porch, etc., you
cant beat it. Choice west side
location.
We Hnve Others Ask Vs.
$2,850

WATCH THE
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
GROW
Buy your lot now, you will
want your new home tho-- e.
Fifty foot lots, $10.00 down

410.

Right.
KIl

ROBERTS-TUR-

J. A. HAMMOND, A front.
Phono 1522-East Silver.

824

modern five room home In
Heights. Hardwood floors, heating plant, garage. Close to car
line, $4,760. Terms.
New five room home, Heights.

That is worth the money that
you can buy on very easy payments.
A nice four room metal lath,
stucco bungalow, oak floors,
bath, large closets. A homey
little home, well built, nice
garage and well located,
l'rlco $1000.00
Let Us Show You This Place.

FOR SALE

rhono

Priced

now.

New,

As Long: As It Lasts
HERE'S

Realtor.

W. Gold

Phone 010.

II

SAVE $50,00
taking year lease on fine new
modern apartment in PARKVIEW
COURT, at $50 per month, including heat, hot and cold water.
Ask to see them, and reserve one

adobe house on which you can
make a good profit. Six rooms
and basement, radiators and
fireplace in. The owner is unable to finish the house and
sacrifice. Dont' fall to
will
investigate.

211

I

By

INVESTMENT
AND SPECULATION
Let us show you an unfinished

J, D, KELEHER,

J.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Four-roo-

of the best paying businesses
a good, cloae-i- n
location with cheap rent.
Terms will allow business to
pay for itself. See us for an
appointment.
In the city ,in

Luna Blvd. Five-roobrick, hot
paved
air, lawn, shade trees,
street. Can arrange terms.
R. McCLUGHAN. Realtor
204 West Gold.
Phone 442--

A. FLEISCEIEl, Eealteir
For the belt palntlnj,

.f

Dn

H..CHAS, R0EHL,

S'.H

Inc.

Swvte,

ftATUM

$6,300

dashed dwelling, bath, etc.; alio
adobe In rear, lot 75x142; Third
ward, close In.
good terms. See
Borne good buys la Central avenue business property.
whit
etucoo frame
$4,500
JAS, M, JOHNSON,
bungalow, modern, oak floors, built-i- n
Real Estate, Loans.
features, garage and other outbuild Insurance,
216 W. Gold.
Phone 240.
ings; Fourth ward.
Accident, Automobile insurance,
Surety Boi is, Loans,
No. Ill 8. Fourth St.
telephone 7.

Intm.

PAYING BUSINESS
FOR SALE

oak
porch,
sleeping
glass
floors and built in features,
nice lawn and shade trees,
good price, and good terms.
A. L. MARTIN CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, tioans and
Insurance.
223 W. Gold.
Phone 156.

REALTORS
Real Estate Insurance
Loans
Notary Publlo
30 W. Gold
Phone 6T0

Fire,

WANTED

a

A

$,000

$4,000

.:.

SALE,

brick and frame;
three
is nicely
furnished;
porches, bath, sidewalks, trees,,
rent-is
One
garage.
apartment
ed lor $60; the other rents for
Good neighborhood
and
$30.
only five blocks from Central
Elght-roor-

v

vir
"A LITTLE HOME"
MODERN
In Fourth ward, white etucco
finish, with four rooms and

avenue.

location; Fourth ward.

irtanai

unfurnished

houses in all parts ot the city.

pletely
Lowlands, $45.00.
ACKERSON A GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth St.. Phone 414
TO HOME SEEKERS: It Will
be to your Interest to see us
before purchasing a home as
we have the largest
list in the city. We guarantee a
square deal to both buyer and
seller. We do business wide
open without a mask. We do
not have to be GUIDED to do
business right.

and

Furnished

LINCOLN ADDITION
Located on North Fourth street
paved road; large lots, good
soil, shade, fruit trees, ditch
water, wonderful view and a
dandy place to beat the landlord on rent days.
SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS,
$20.00 cash and balance $10.00
per month.

Realtor.
Estate, Loans
Insurance.

two
-l

W have a number of inquiries
for houses for rent. LIST
YOUR HOUSES FOR KENT
WITH US.

D, T, KINGSBURY

with

hou.se

m

screened porches, shade troes,
etc. This place is in Acondition, $2,S50.
OVVXKlt
LKAVINO CITY.
In the Fourth ward, a
house with every modern convenience. This can be
handled on reasons hie terms.
l'OIt RENT

(

,'

Rooms

RENT Comfortable rooma. 123
North Walter, phone 1085-FOR RENT A room with all convenien
ces and connecting bath.
1380 East
Silver, phone 2349-FOR

tor

Kent-Room- o

with Board

W. M. SHERIDAN,

M. D.

Practice Limited to
GEMTO
URINARY DISEASES
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN

WaBsermnii

Citizens

Laboratory

Bank

Bin.

Is

ConnecibHi.

Phonu

888,

F. 0. BAKES, M. D.

ROOM AND BOARD.
603 West Copper.
FOR RENT Room nd board for girl.
jou south Walter.
TABLE BOARD, single meals served.

Diseases of the Eye. Glasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. Second st. Ground floor. Phone 842,

ROOM AND BOARD, 140 per month; no
sick. 1027 Forrester.
with
FOR
RENT Glaseed-i- n
porch,

MATTHU&S RENOVATING,
ii.iO and UD
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, furf

812

North Tenth.

ard

114 North Ma;ie.
with sleeping porch and board;
gentlemen only. Phone 167-ROOM AND BOARD, 136
jer month;
no sick.
611 Bouth Broadway.
CANVAS eleeplng porch,
with hoard.
1207 East Central.
110 per week
ROOM AND BOARD
Rates reasonable.
512 Bouth Broadway, phone 1971-FOR RENT Sanitary room and board,
at $45 a month. See Mr. Maes, 318
South Arno.
VACANCY for convslescent In
715 East Coal,
prlvat home.
phone 1579-M- .
WORKING girl or girl in business school
to room and board. Call at 1023 New
b.

ROOM

3,

MATTRESS RENOVATING,
nlture packing.
Phone
Redding Company.

613--

Ervla

CHIROPRiORS

I'

thlropraclor.

IS end to ArmUu flulMlnc.

CARPENTERING
PETTI FORD THE
All kinds of work.

ODD JOB UAH,
Fhune 1671-- J.
plumbing and heat
work a specialty.
Phone

P. V. McCAFFREY,

lng repair

1870--

PA1NT1NO

AND

KALSOMINING

Als

root painting. Call Mr. Isidore Garcia,
after 5 or phone 79S-I WILL ESTIMATE all or any part of
your work; 1 mak a specialty of lathcooking, rates by
Wm. Conner, phon
Mra. Knight, cor- ing and shingling.
2410-J-

York, after C o'clock.
BOARD
Uood horn
the meal or week.
ner Broadway and Oold.
FOR RENT Have lovely vacancy for two
convalescents. Mrs. W. 11. Reed, phone
122S-J- .
400 South Walter. .
GOOD BOARD, room and sleeping porch

(

We can resurface)
FLOOR SANDING
your old floors and make them llkaf
new and make your new floor perfect.
Phone 1070-with two single beds; highlands; pri LET me flKure your new hou,e or revate nome. 1420 East Eilver.
guaranpair; reasonable prices;Call work
SSL
176S-FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room teed; estlmatea free.
018
BL
John.
Johnson,
with board, suitable for on or two.
and
WE DO ODD JOB carpentering
Phone 1472-(18 West Fruit.
building, reasonable;; investigate
FOR RENT Larue front
room and ourhouse
ion
Phone
estimates
free.
prices;
sleeping porch with board. Everything
J. F. Kluken. 212 Yale.
new and modern, call 110 North Maple, 2350-1 WANT yuu to IhvtjaiiKute
or phone 1403-my Ujw price
on any kind of a building proposition
SPECIAL summer rates. 1S5 per month;
E. Palmer. Bungahave
view.
in
y
A,
room with low BiHMcr, bus 41, cltv.
excellent board,
prlvat
pt& 17fi8-Bleeping porch and
tray service. St.
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 491.
WANTED Real Estate
SanMRS. CARL BBROt.UND'S Prlvat
atorium, 1414 South
Edith, phone IF listVOU have butOnthe property for sal,
it with McMIHh.n & Wood.
1365-Private rooma and porches for
tubercular patients; fresh vegetables and
LO.Nlt olAlt At 1U
frulta and plenty of milk: tray aervice;
EleTh orango colored car.
graduated nurae attendance If desired; phant Butte Dam and Hot Engle,
Springe, N.
$50 end $65 for summer months.
M.
Meet all trains at Engl, leaving
Hot Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 2:10 p. m.
FOR SALE Ranches
Oldeat Dam drivers, beet Dam car oa
th Dam Una Wc drive our own car.
A mull ranch, thravfeurth
FOR BALE
Write for reservations et our expense
mil west of bridge; modern bou-- . 4.
HEFFERNAN BROS., Prop.
J. Jam?.
Hot Springs. N. M,
ROBERTS-TURNEcompany, 218 West
Gold, have established a special land
Albuuuerque-rtanlFe-- T"o
department.
DAILY blAtiK
3,300-ac- r
To Taos (Head Down)
FOR SALE
ranch, in east7:10 a. m,
ern part of state, 150 ")rk cattle. AdLeave
10:30 a. m.
Arrlv
dress Hatton'e Store, teneral delivery,
2410-J12:30
u. m.
Leav
Al'Juquerque, phone
Leave ..,
...12:30 p. m.
FOR SALE Ranch on
North Fourth
8:00
Arrlv
p. m.
atreet. six miles from town, on main
To Alhoqoernue (Rend tip)
ditch; paved road; aireet car service;
..
7:00
p. m.
Albuquerqu
...Arrive.
sixteen acres In alfalfa, balance In wheat.
Santa F
Leave... 4:00 p.m.
414-JPhon
Santa F
..12:45
Arrive.
p. m.
Flv aores In
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Espanola .... ..Arrive. .,11:15 a m.
Frultval. near javed road; fin grape Tans
Leave... 7:30 a. m.
or chicken ranch; easy term to right
FAKE TO SANTA FK, I4.SO
TO TAOS. SI I. SO.
party . Phone 693, or apply room 15, First
National bank, or lino south waiter.
Rlngllnsr
Albuquerque Headquarters
Cigar Store, ilO West Centra.1
FOR SALE Either 1.2S0 acrea or 140 Brothers'
,.
Aver.
000.
Phoae
feed
acrea, at 15.60 per acre; splendid
Santa Fe Paaitniinrtera sank flAnfea,
and protection for stock; rain and grass
all summer long; located twenty miles tlnnery. Phone lit.
Mexico.
west of Datll, New
Apply E.
TIME CARDS
Williams, 729 South Broadway, Albuquerque. New Mexico,
A good one, for sale; all kinds
RANCH
of fruit, alfalfa, Implements, cows,
house, garage, barn,
horses,
clos
acre
In, Old Town
twenty-tw- o
Boulevard: must be sold on account of
or 84;
Phon owner, 2417-Rhealth.
postofflc box 192, Old Albuquerque, N.
WtBTUOUN.J Dally.
M.
Train.
Arrive.
Depart.
of four acres, entirely fenced No, J Th Scout.... 1:30
RANCH
pm 319 pm
wnn nve-ivuuivi?
No.
am 11:00 am
I
Calif.
Liraltd.ln:30
fourths sill west of Barelaa bridge; six- No. T Fargo Fast. .10:50 am 11:20 am
roomed nouse, inree screened
No, t The Navajo.. ii:s am l:a am
water In house, new garage and chicken
SOUTHBOUND.
chicken and tur- No. 19
house; full blooded terms.
10:10 pa
Bl Paso Bxp
Call ownsr,
keys; also furniture;
No. 17 El Paso Exp
11:14 am
Z4H-J-

an

PERSONAL
J. W.

BRA8F1ELD,
watch,
Hi South
jewelry work.

clock
Second.

No.
Nu.
ana No,

FURNITURE repaired, refinlshed and up
holstered; overstuffed rockers, chairs
and divan mad to order; all work
Upholstering
Stapleton'a
guaranteed.
Shop, phone 1327-YOU
100
I WILL
FOR every residence, nam and addre
with
ra
afflicted
of
thoa
you can give
tuberoulnela. Payment made whan names
106
Graham.
are verified. Frederick
Security B.ldg., Los Angeles. CaKt,

EASTBOtTNiX

I

Th Navajo. . 3:10 am 1:40
Calif. Limited. s.OO pm 6:40
a. F. Eight..
pm 6:10
The Sooat.... T:J0 am !:50

4

No.1

raoij tou?a.

ata

pa

No. 31 From El Paso 6:16
am
No. toFrom Bl Paao

T:t

pm
pm
pm

connect at Telea ctta No. II
tot Clnvta, p,ee VaU- - Kaaar City
O
Oast
No. ft exmntct- - at Tiun With No. II
ee- - end seilth
fmns Clovl and point
Ma

6

r

V

ST.

I

HERE THEY ARE!

IH

III

SENI

Take Them Away at 5c Each

to

Leagues

Play

This

Afternoon.

CASH

508 West Central.

The Giants brought In six runs
the fourth Inning with the 6t,
Mary's boys yesterday and then
'failed to score again during the
fleame, losing 13 to 6. Batteries: St,
Ilary McCaffrey, Divine ana urtiz;
Giants Alarid, Roberts and Bow
man.
In the Junior leasue the High
trounced the little
land Laddies
Tildillos, defeating them 12 to 0.
Batteries: Highland Laddies Bustos and Baca; Little Tildillos
Nuanes and Armljo.
De Molays will play trie Tildillos
at 6 oclock tnis arternoon ar
Washington park; S. A. Tigers will
meet the Midgets in the Junior
league play at the some hour and
In the PiKmv league the Barelas
Tigers will play the Athletes at 2
o'clock.

Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

STORE,,

in

PASTIIE TODAY

LET'S GO

in

"CIIASIIIG THE MOOFT
Romance Which Travels With the Speed of Ll(

Larry Semen

..0
Firefighters
Junior League.

In His Funniest Comedy

W.

3
T
4
Highland Laddies
1
Tildillos
Little
0
Midgets
Pigmy Lewrue.

S. A.

"A PAIR OF KINGS"
admission trices
SOLON'S DAUGHTER
WILL MAKE DEBUT

hooe 4 and 6.
Coal Supply Co
Unless all people who owe the
postofflce department rent for
their post boxes by this evening,
their boxes will be locked and
rented to others, according to an
announcement made yesterday by
Postmaster Berthold Spitz.
next Monday, the
Beginning
headquarters of the Chautauqua
ticket sales committee will be In
the office of County Agent Lee
' Reynolds In the Chamber of Commerce building.
Dr. Murray. Osteopath. Ph. 741.
A. J. Maloy and wife returned
fast evening from San Francisco,
Calif.
Lights and a drinking fountain
are being installed in McClellan

f

v

Mf

fr.4

jv''

I'm

1

I

Phone 1.
Thaxton and Leverltt yesterday began the erection of a
brick office building on their
lots on West Gold avenue opposite
the Journal office.
' W. R. Isbell, 2400 North Fourth
'street, left last night for Silver
City.

Julian Amador, editor of "La
Aurora," of Santa Fe, is In the city
on his way to Socorro to address
the teachers' Institute of Socorro
for the
county on "Education
."

In answer to questions asked him
as to the import of his mission. Mr.

Miss Evelyn W'adsworth.
Miss Evelyn Wadsworth, beaoti-- !
ful daufthter of U. S. Senator and
Mrs. James W. Wsdsworth. Jr..
will make her debut in capital society next winter. Miss Wads-wortwho ha9 just returned from
Europe, is one of the most popular
members of the younger congressional set in Washington.

NOTED

FUNERALS

PADILLA Trinidad Padllladled
yesterday evening at his residence
at Los Padillas after a short illness. He Is survived by one brother and two sisters, hesldes his
parents. All wers with him at
ths , end. Funeral arrangements
are still pending. Crollott is in
)

v

RHEUMATISM-NEURITI-

MAGICIAN

Andress, the Man of Mysteries,
the past master of refined amusements, exemplifying the Biblical
saying that amusement Is as necessary as the bread we eat, will appear at the Lyric theater today
and tomorrow m addition to regular picture program. Andress is
the oldest living magician now ac
tive In the profession and Is making his last appearance In this city
before taking an extensive vacation. Although muslo Is one of
the oldest forms of amusement,
and has always played it's part in
tne History of the world, Andreas
has ever been of an Inventive turn.
converting the old tricks into new
Illusions with mystifying cleverness. The entertainment offered
by Mr. Andress is unique and
amusing in the extreme. He will
appear once In the afternoon, giv
ing a. special periormance for the
kiddies, at 8:30, and twice in the
evening at 7:25 and 9:30.

MILK THAT WILL KEEP
Vivian's

Dairy, Phone

2404-J-- 4

PR.

Free Call and Delivery.

FOR SALE

D.

Co,

,OR. FRANK r. MacCRACKEN,
'UK. , DAISY B. MaeCRACKEiJ,
Osteopathic Physicians.
K- - P. Building. Phone Office 89-'
.Eesldcnce OT-- J.

3

L.

Pet.

1

.000
.500
1.000

1

0

THE

AROUND

i

R. H. Hanna, receiver for the
Stockmen's Guaranty Loan company, filed several suits yesterday for the collectionin of notes.
the dis-- i
Action was started
trict court against George Lutz
for $5,000; C. A. Kalm for $864;
J. E. and Ellen Moss for $750; T.
M. Davy ror jDsi.za ana a. mi.
for $760. Interest is
Fenton
sought In all of the cases.

NOTICE

-l

FOR RENT

Ground Floor Office In Journal
Building. Inquire

Journal Office.
ANNOUNCKMENT
Du to a reduction In th price "t
feed, we take pleasure In announcing
the following prlcn on GUARANTEED MILK, effective July 1:

1!
10

Quarts
Pint

Thank you.

BODDY JKKNKV FARM,
1'hone

M AIL I OR JEMEZ
SPRINGS.
Runs six days a week. Passengers taken. One way, $5. Leave
at 5:30 a. m.
Albuquerque
Leave Jemez Springs, 2 p. m.
A. B. BACA,
2178-Phone - -

Standard Furniture Co.

401 South First
We buy, sell

nNv

St. Phone 01V
and exchange
new and used furniture. Handle
complete 11ns kitchen utensils,
eto.

n

vVvfcC""""- -

'i
JPI

sS
V

XW
X

ft si

C

A

flfg
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a

W

oo
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FOREVER.

ymS

S'peter ibbetsqn&ss

EVER

MAKING
Engraving, Jewelry, Repairing.
Opposite Postoffice.
118 Sonth Fourth.

COLDWYN

iroM Mm

ADDED ATTRACTION

Br ARCHIBALD CLAVER1NC CUNTER
OIRtCTeO B)V

NOTE

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER

Matinee

CERRILLOS

AHDRESS

Clerk

The

ACT NOW
OF

500-LB-

ICE FREE
By getting your

re-

frigerator from the
Star Furniture
Company while this

effect.
offer
We are reducing
refrigerator
stock. To do It
quickly we're willing to share our
profit with you.
Is

In

our

LAUNDRY CO.

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

Tenth.

CRYSTAL

Twenty boys to earn vacation
money Call this morning at
804 PARK AVENUE.

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Pbone 421. 43 North First.

,

OPERA HOUSE

Three-roo-

JULY 2nd, 8 P. M.

EMPIRE Cleaners

DEBUT

DYERS AND HATTERS
HUG CLEANING
Pbone 45S. Cor. 6tb and Gold

ot the
Sensational Comedy
Drama

"EL AIIGELUS"
three acts full of mirth
Benefit S. H. Church
Under the auspices of El
Club Progresista, H. A.
Doors open at 7 p. m.
Curtain 8:00.

In

apartment at
sleeping

WA N T E D

;

Carpenters, at Trumbull
and South Walter,
F. HAIL & SON, ;
General Contractors.

Ai

FRESH FISH

and REBEKAHS

DON'T FORGET

Those not having conveyances or any one
having room for passengers
;
CALL PHONES 1386-OR 1586-Bring your baskets and be at the hall not
later than 7.30 A. M.

Sum-

porch,

.

Cen-

.

ALL VISITORS WELCOME

;

Six

91

ODD FELLOWS PICNIC
JULY AT H, TUERAS CANYON

1008 West Central.

apartment at 102S West
tral. Reduced rates.

'

,

FOR RENT
mer rates

Fuel (or

ATTENTION!

Let Us Send a Man

Two-roo- m

COAL

CO.-P- hone

ODD FELLOWS

449.

::.:;!!'

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE

COAL

LAUNDRY

and

EGG

Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Stove and Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

QUALITY

BOYS WANTED

HOTICE!
If you are going
to W. O. W. pienlo July 4th,
Tljeras Canyon. Phone- 2052-by Saturday, July 1st. Meet
at K. . P. Hall, Gold and 3d,
7:80 a. 'in July 4th.

Last chance,

WHY?

.

Take Chances, Buy Pasteurized Milk
,

-

Races and Contest at I p. m.
Baseball game t p. m. "
Dancing at Pavilion.

ALBUQUERQUE CO - OPERATIVE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
Thank Youl
Phone 351

Call Again.
321 North Second

St

,

Admission

Adults Main Floor, ?1
Adults Balcony 50c.
Children 50c.
(Note) This is a real

treat

raKEJBsmcia

Most

THE MASTER MAGICIAN OF THE UNIVERSE
Special Program for the Children at 3:30 P. M.

MY 6HKLLED PINOTJ
NUTS
will be delivered from the Fred
Harvey News Stand. Albuquerque,
N. M.. UNTIL FURTHER NO
TICE. Fannie S. Splta, S23 North

15c (Tax included)

More neat Units per Pound.
More Pounds per Dollar.

South Second.

Guys Transfer will take two
truck loads of people to the
dance pavilion Saturday and
Sunday, 7:33 p. m. Order your
seats early
PHONE 871.

Adults 35c; Children

UNIFORM SIZE.

EVENING AT 7:20 and 9:20

NOTICE

Adults 25c; children 10c (Tax Included).

EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION

Malone

148

Advance in Prices.

3

THE IMPERIAL

Phonei

'liiSgjlSf

CURRENT EVENTS

Mr. BARNfS OF NEW YORK

$

Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, Hats
and Blocked, Rugs
Cleaned
cleaned
latest
by
process.

-

'"3

r

'"

RT:

:

dairy licenses expire

"THE
OF

'.

good-humo- r.

A TWO PART TOONERVILLE COMEDY

WATCH

215

fiijy!

Jii'iiii"-- 1'.

v

TOID

June 30. Please call at
the office of the City
Clerk for your new li-

City

fr

Naomi
Tom Moore is the .man..
Childers Is the girl. And the tale
of their love is one of the finest
things in a picture that Is replete
with romance, mystery and drama.
Tom Moore will win you with his
Irish smile, his dashing personality,
his genial
And the plot
will keep you on the edge of your
seat in a tremor of excitement.

"TOONERUILLE BLUES"

V.

v

A

Mii.lr.;;
'iftiiii!!!!:;

THE SWEETEST STORY,

I

To Dairy Owners:

Ida

Here's the wild thrill of
romance, that gives to
common clay a soul!
Here's the screen's su- preme drama of love a
love that, under blighting
burdens, flames through
w0 "ves forever'

1

y

f

QQarammdQkhm(

I

Vw

'

WALLACE

Ik

SjRSrr

ii
tSj.

present

ELSIE

lr mr&Sl.

j

fJa'f1

' tiy

il

P

ADDED ATTRACTION

cense.

ADOLPH ZUKOB

i

Ii

.

&fr7jV

'

V

4

v
A

II

1

NOTICE
All

'

I

Night

FOGG, The Jeweler

GET

241S-R-

U. S.

J.

Jeweler

in

be

i

strJ 3 6--

!

Guns, Pistols.
Acondition.
218 South first Street

Third. Repair work a specialty.
PHONE 1870--

WISEMAN

p

Must

Pat McCaffrey has opened a
Plumbing Shop at 217 North

EXPERT

T E

N

nay good prices for fire.
arms such at Rifles, Shot

to

the
Spanish
speaking people, and all
those interested in the
Spanish language. Come
and enjoy and help.

667--

y

The Glldersleeve Electric
Cast Central. Pbone 7B7--

til

1.000
800
.200
.000

W A

We

crrr ei.kctrio shoe shop
SIS South Second.

l'hone

Rooming house. Fourth and
Central. See Landlady for

S

0
1
4

GIVE SPECIAL
SHOW FOR CHILDREN

Treatment.
R. MURRAY,
Phono HI.
N. T. Armllo Bldg.

Osteopntlilc-Vlnlet-Rn-

Pet.

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

(

buquerque and the university. Dr.
Connor joined the special train
party when It left for the coast.

WILL

Amador made the following statement:
"There is among the scholars of
the public schools a strong and
rapidly growing group of outstandn
ing characters of the
race. These young people must be encouraged.
"The purpose of La Aurora Is to
bring these characters Into the educational advantages they are entitled to. When they have reached
the twelfth grade In the public
schools, our mission is to provln
them with the means to eontlnV"
ihelr education along the lines
thpy are most adapted to.
"To this end we are seeking the
of the teachers In
picking out these characters who
have outstanding qualities; of the
this grept
public in supporting
movement, and of the roTleges In
providing the most favorable rates
and conditions for these scholars."
Prominent among the leaders In FARM HANDS NEEDED
this movement are Mrs. Otero WarTO HARVEST KANSAS
ren, and Mrs. Van Stone, of Santa
Fe. Educators In all parts of the
AND NEBRASKA CROP
r
state are rapidly lnrtentlfylng themselves with this movement.
Thousands of farm hands are
wanted in the Kansas and NeFRED DRINKS COFFEE
braska harvest fields, according
a letter received at the chamBECAUSEYOUR LUCK" to
ber of commerce yesterday from
the federal department of labor.
'
Fred Bauer said he got in his The
cutting season is a heavy one.
I
ear at t o'clock Tuesday morning
Wages average from
to $4
and went hack horn" to get his fifth a day with board and $3lodging.
cup of "YOUR LUCK" COFFEE.
Persons In Albuquerque who are
Just step in your car at any Interested should apply at the
time between 8 a. m. and 8 p. m chamber of commerce
for addiSaturday, July 1, drive over to our tional Information.
new store at 40 West Central aveS. Mable Skccls, P. O., Citizens'
nue end have a cup of . "YOT7R
with us. We Bank building. 881-LUCK" COFFER
and 2022-J- .
won't ask you how many cups you Gynecology and Obstetrics
a
drink
day.
Spanish-America-

L.

Scientifically
by
branch of San prepared
Diego Sanatoria
Association.
BODDY'S JERSEY FARMS
Phono 2413-11- 4
Distributors.

Carpenters will get their cards
from the secretary Saturday afternoon, July I, at the hall.

OF SANTA FE
PAPER WILL ADDRESS
TEACHERSAT SOCORRO

5,

TO 11 P. M.

S

in the
when their special
Los Angeles where

and remained

train left for
the Osteopaths will hold their
annual convention.
The visitors were entertained
at a reception given in their
honor at the home of Dr. C. H.
400
Twelfth
North
Connor,
street, where they were welcomed
to the city by
Mayor
William It. Walton. Dr. H. W.
Battle
Creek, Mich.,
Conklln, of
to the address of welcome.
replied
Following the reception, the
visitors were taken on short trips
through the city and to Old Al-

Y A LE
Bulg arian Milk

one-sto- ry

EDITOR

.000

Among tne peasantry or spamsn
Gallcia, the women work hard all
their lives, and are usually stronger
and better developed than their
husbands, whom they rule.

Fourth street.
park
Factory wood, m. truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.

H. Westerfeld
& Son have
moved their cigar store and factory from S04 West Central to
311 W. Central. They desire to
thank the public for Its past
patronage and to solicit a continuance of Its patronage at their
new stand.

0
1
1

Athletes
Wildcats
Barelas Tigers

1'

COURT
HOUSE,

on

AND

."

W.

LOCAL ITEMS

2
o'clock
city until

1

TODAY AND TOMORROW

GUARDS PROTECT BRIDGE,
Cairo, 111.. June 29. More than' a
score of guards are patrolling the
Illinois Central bridge here. Offi
cials of the road refused to say why
the guards were detailed at the
STANDINGS.
bridge. The railroad has been car
Senior League,
rying about 600 carloads of coal
Pet. over
L.
W.
daily from non
0
1:000 union the bridge
,.S
St. Mary
coal fields In Kentucky.
0
1.000
De Molay
..2
0
1.000
..2
High School
Gentry's Eggs, 45c; for tale at
.BOO
1
..1
Tildillos
3
.000 lending groceries.
.
.0
Duke City White
3
.000
. .0
Giants
1
.600
..1
Browns

TOM MIX

regular

CONTINUOUS

160

SO, 1922

TODAY AND TOMORROW

LEAGUE ALBUOUEROUEANS
than

June

Theater 'THEATRE

lYfil

and
Highland Laddies Shut Out their families from osteopaths
the New Engwest
states, arLittle Tildillos; All Three land and middle
rived here yesterday afternoon at

This price good until July Fourth, if stock lasts
that long.

WARD'S

BY

ENTERTAINED

More

charge.

....

ARE

OSTEOPATHS

HIS

Grapefruit, medium size

California

DEATHS

-

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'

age Ten.

Spanish-American-

v-

TODAY
Salmon, Halibut
Sea Bass
Lake Superior White Fish
Meats, Groceries
Vegetables, Fruits

North First Street.
Pbone 199.
Us
Your Order j We Will
Pbone
Do the Rest,

TODAY

AND

VAUDEVILLE
TO
ANDRESS
OF

TOMORROW

FOR BEST SERVICE PHONE
HOURS OF DELIVERY

B63

LOWLANDS 8 a. m.t 10:80 s. m. and 4 p. m.
HIGHLANDS and UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS 9 p." m.
'
Don't forget we give 8..
H. Green Stamps on all accounts
paid by the tenth of ths month. Would be glad to have you
open an account with us.

ItOriEY'S GROCERY
8th. and Mountain Road

CHOCOLATE
CREAM COFFEE
Sold at this Store.

thar Macaroni Products.
if:

f

niiiiiiiiiiii!

:

Don't come to see ANDRESS with the thought that you will see the same's
you have seen before in MAGIC, or that you will say when it's over: "When
you see one, you have seen them all," for you will be 'obliged to admit that
you saw something you never saw beforehand no doubt will ever see again
unless you see
'..;'..

;

.

ANDRESS
at:30

P.'M
lance "for the1 Children
NO ADVANCE IN PRICES
,

Spaghetti, Egg Noodlei and

!'!!.!ii.!ll!!
:::U!t!.i.

MAGIC

,

Special' Perfd

the hlfhwt grado Macaroni,

REGULAR PROGRAM

THE OLD MASTERS IN MAGIC
,
, , .THE LAST
The only living, pupil of. the Magi schooled by the holy sages of the East, a
sect of Zestorian, religion of Persia, and ha wiirimpart to you mysteries that
you have never seen before and take you back with him to the long ago" in

SOt

A WORD TO THE HOUSEWIFE

ADDITION

IN

ij.iiji'iiiji:!;!

Evening 7:20 and 9:20
.

LYRIC THEATER

-

iiiH!'!i;;i;ii!
iillilil!

SI

Ii!

!4
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liliiii'ljilii'!;
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